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1 INTRODUCTION

In the environment and in man, the total concentration of a given element in a sample is
almost always comprised of two or more discrete chemical forms. The toxicological or
nutritive impact of the element in the sample in the environment or when ingested by man will
be dependent upon the properties of its individual components. Therefore, in order to make
meaningful benefit or risk assessment statements, it is essential to have a knowledge of the
forms and relative amounts of an element in a given matrix. When the analyte in question is
only present at total concentrations at the trace level (mg-kg"1) or below, the problems
involved in obtaining this information become much more complex. The term trace metal
speciation has been coined to refer to the determination of the chemical forms and quantities
of an analyte present in a sample at the trace (and ultra trace) level. Even at such relatively
low levels, the presence or absence of specific forms of an analyte can have serious
consequences in terms of trade, health and environmental management.

In light of the PPAS External Reviewers' Report of the Consultants' Meeting on Analytical
Quality Control Services (October 1997, Vienna) which recommended that characterisation of
chemical species should be undertaken in AQCS reference materials, the Agency decided to
convene a consultants' meeting specifically to advise it on the importance of trace metal
speciation, the state of the art and the value of a CRP to address aspects of speciation in order
to facilitate technology transfer and equip member states with appropriate tools to meet the
challenges posed. Five scientists, recognised as experts in the field of trace metal speciation
were identified and invited to the Agency's headquarters to act as consultants. The meeting
was held at the Vienna international centre from 23rd to 26th November 1998. The first day of
the meeting was given over to presentations from the consultants on various aspects of trace
element speciation covering the environment, the mercury cycle, food, human health and
instrumentation. Presentations from Agency's staff covering quality considerations,
experience gained from intercomparison exercises and the analytical quality control service
were given on the second day and were followed by a general discussion of the subject area
and the appropriateness of a role for the Agency. At the end of the second day, it was the
unanimous view of the consultants that the Agency was uniquely placed to play a role in
awareness building and technology transfer in the field of trace element speciation and the
remainder of the meeting was given over to the consultants (assisted by the scientific
secretary) to allow them to prepare an appropriate draft CRP on trace element speciation. This
document contains the extended abstracts of the presentations made during the meeting
together with the executive summary of the draft CRP prepared by the consultants. Other
documents associated with the meeting are included in the appendix. The CRP has been
produced as a separate document and copies are available through PCI, NAAL, Seibersdorf.
For ease of reference, the key points of the presentations are summarised in the next section.



2 SUMMARY OF EXTENDED ABSTRACTS

2.1 Trace element speciation in the environment, K. Heumann

The production of methylated heavy metal species in the ocean was reviewed and shown to be
correlated with biological parameters demonstrating them to be of biogenic origin. Methods
for the determination of the species were discussed. The potential for the use of isotopic
spiking either in "species specific" or "non-species specific" formats was identified as a
valuable tool in the struggle for accuracy, specificity and precision in speciation analysis. The
value of using a size exclusion chromatographic method in conjunction with non-species
specific spiking IDMS was highlighted with an example illustrating the molecular mass
fractions associated with halogenated species from a humic sample.
Additional recommendations that the Agency might wish to consider when evaluating it's
potential role as a service to Member States engaged in speciation activities are also given.

2.2 Trace element Speciation in Man, R. Cornelis

The toxicological properties associated with an element depend upon its chemical form since
this will dictate the metabolic pathway that the compound follows in the body. The speciation
of the element is determinant for its physiological behaviour in a living system.The
complicated interactions of the different forms of trace elements in human metabolism were
reviewed and the species present were categorised into seven groups. The complexity of the
tasks involved in a study of trace element speciation in man was illustrated and many of the
pitfalls were identified together with an example of the detective approach that must be
followed to elucidate the intricacies of the associations between trace elements and
biomolecular moieties.

2.3 Mercury Analysis and speciation: the potential role of the IAEA, M. Horvat

Owing to the toxicity of its methylated form , its accumulation in biota and biomagnification
in the aquatic food chain, mercury has been at the centre of considerable attention. Inorganic
mercury can be methylated by bacterial action and is stored in the muscle tissue offish. When
ingested by man, it can attack the central nervous system. The US Environmental Protection
Agency has already set stringent guidelines for the maximum dietary intake of methyl mercury
(0.1 jig/kg/day). Up to 10 million people are involved in the use of mercury in gold
exploitation which constitutes a significant pollution source in some countries. The
biogeochemistry of mercury and the mercury cycle were reviewed. Long range atmospheric
transfer mechanisms have lead to significant contamination of fish in lakes remote from any
pollution source. The value of stable or radioactive isotopic tracers in understanding the
mercury cycle was pointed out and the need for relevant natural matrix reference materials for
quality control and method development purposes was stressed.



2.4 Aspects of speciation. in foodstuffs, H. Crews

Food is the primary source of trace elements for humans and it is now generally accepted that
the bioavailability of a given element and its behaviour in the body depends upon its'
chemical form. This point was illustrated with the example of arsenic speciation in fish in
which bioaccumulation takes place in the marine food chain, however, the species of arsenic
ingested by man when the fish is consumed are not toxic. It was pointed out that species
information will be vital in deciding upon realistic average dietary requirements for trace
elements, particularly because both deficiency or excess of an element can have detrimental
consequences on an individual's health.
Two examples of speciation studies with food (Cd and Se) were presented and the importance
of the use of label technology which will allow studies of target analytes at physiological
levels, was stressed.

2.5 Trace metal speciation: Finally, correctly addressing trace metal issues, O. Donard.

The history of the development of trace metal speciation was discussed and the reasons behind
the relatively slow wide spread acceptance of its importance were presented. Partially, this
was due to the lack of availability of commercial instrumentation and partly to the drive
towards improving sensitivity in analytical chemistry which had focused attention on total
concentration determinations. The sophistication and control of analytical instrumentation is
now such that the spotlight must be turned onto the chemical species of an element present in
a sample since this is what governs its behaviour in the biosphere. Indeed, several companies
are currently considering the introduction of instrumentation specifically designed for metal
species determination.
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3 EXTENDED ABSTRACTS

Trace Element Speciation In The Environment

Klaus G. Heumann
Institute of Inorganic Chemistry and Analytical Chemistry

Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz, Germany

Biogenic production of methylated heavy metal species mainly takes place in the ocean and
involves a variety of marine organisms. In the case of mercury, both mono and di-methylated
compounds (Me2Hg and MeHg*) are produced, whereas in the case of lead the most abundant
biogenic methylated species is trimethyl lead (MesPb*). In a few cases, dimethyl lead
(Me2Pb*+) was also found in the ocean, but the permethylated compound Me4Pb could not be
detected as a natural product, up until now. MeCd+ was found to be the only biogenic
methylated cadmium product in ocean water and, in addition, recently Schedlbauer and
Heumann also found the first evidence of biogenically produced dimethyl thallium (Me2Tl+).

All these methylated compounds are relatively stable in seawater. The volatile Me2Hg is easily
released from the ocean into the atmosphere where it can be converted by photodissociation or
free radical reactions, e.g. by OH radicals, into elementary mercury, which has a relatively
long atmospheric life-time of one year. The biogenic origin of the heavy metal species
mentioned was proved by positive correlation with biological parameters such chlorophyll-a
and adenosine triphosphate. In addition, the direct production of these species was followed in
model experiments with macroalgae and various types of bacteria. From these experiments, it
followed that, in principle, different biological species show characteristic fingerprints in
producing methylated heavy metals. For example, algae probably do not methylate cadmium
and bacteria seem to be the major source for methylated thallium, because Me2Tl+ was also
found in the water column down to a depth of 4000 m, where bacteria can survive, but no
algae can exist.

and MeHg+ can be determined by GC separation and detection with an atomic
fluorescence detector after derivatisation of the ionic compound with tetraethyloborate into
the volatile methylethyl mercury compound utilising a purge and trap step for isolation from
the seawater sample. The methylated lead compounds and MeCd+ are analysed by differential
pulse anodic stripping voltammetry which is an extremely sensitive method. MeCd+ can be
determined in the presence of inorganic Cd2+ ions because the stripping voltage of these two
species is different by about 112 mV, whereas inorganic lead must be separated by co-
precipitation with barium sulfate before measuring the methylated lead compounds.
Differentiation between Me3Pb+ and M^Pb2* is obtained by using different deposition
potentials. Me2Tl+ is first selectively separated from inorganic thallium by extraction and then
determined by thermal ionisation isotope dilution mass spectrometry. The detection limits for
the methylated Pb, Cd, and Tl compounds in ocean water are about 450 pg/L, whereas for the
two methylated mercury compounds the detection limit is significantly lower at 5 pg/L.



These results show that the biogenic production of trimethyl lead and the two methylated
mercury compounds, MeHg+ and MezHg, in the ocean is of great environmental
importance. Me-Jig is easily transferred into the atmosphere, whereas the naturally
produced MeHg+ and Me$Pb+ can be accumulated in fish. As a consequence of the
importance ofMeHg+ and Me$Pb+ and with respect to their chemical stability I suggest the
production of standard reference materials of these two heavy metal species in seawater as
well as in fish and sediments.

A serious problem in trace element analysis is ensuring the accuracy of the results, which
becomes even more significant in trace element speciation because the concentrations of
elemental species in the environment are usually extremely low. Because of a lack of standard
reference materials for elemental species and the difficulty for most laboratories to apply
independent, corroborative analytical methods for element speciation, more and more interest
is focussed on definitive methods such as isotope dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS). The
major advantages of IDMS are that a non-quantitative isolation of the elemental species, after
the isotope dilution step has taken place, is sufficient and the fact that the use of an enriched
isotope-labelled spike provides the best internal standardisation in analytical chemistry.
Important pre-conditions are that two stable or long-lived isotopes must be available for the
element of interest and that the mass spectrometric measurement must be free of spectroscopic
interferences.

Thermal ionisation mass spectrometry (TIMS) and inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS) are usually applied today in combination with selective separation
methods for element speciation by IDMS. Combing ICP-MS with chromatographic
separation methods the great advantage is the possibility of on-line coupling which allows
element speciation in relatively short analysis times. In addition, on-line coupling of GC or
HPLC with ICP-DDMS provides the only possibility to obtain "real time" concentrations of
element species in chromatographic peaks. Two different spiking modes are applied for the
isotope dilution step of element species. Species-specific spike compounds can be used in all
cases where the structure and composition of the element species is well known (e.g., for
iodide/iodate, selenite/selenate, trimethyl lead/inorganic lead, monomethyl mercury/inorganic
mercury) and where the corresponding element species is available in an isotopically-labelled
form. On the other hand, for all species, where the structure and composition is not known
exactly (e.g., metal complexes of humic substances or proteins), a species-unspecific spiking
mode must be applied. In this case the spiking step must be carried out after a complete
separation of the element species to be determined and the variation of the isotopic
composition in the chromatographic peak of interest must be followed with time.

Results were presented for chromate and Cr(m) species in environmental water samples,
aerosols and welding dust using the species-specific spiking mode with 55Cr enriched
compounds and TI-IDMS in combination with a selective extraction method. The 55Cr
enriched spike compounds were synthesised in our laboratory. On-line coupling of ion
chromatography or reversed phase ion pair chromatography with ICP-IDMS was used for the
determination of iodide and iodate in food and mineral water samples and, additionally, for
organoiodine compounds in environmental samples. Iodine, bromine and chlorine species of
humic substances were characterised by coupling size exclusion chromatography (SEC) with
ICP-MS. In the case of iodine species the isotope dilution technique could be applied even for
measurements using a low resolution quadrupole mass spectrometer, whereas in the case of



the corresponding bromine and chlorine species a high resolution ICP-MS must be used for
quantification by BDMS. Characterisation and quantification of heavy metal complexes with
humic substances were also possible using SEC/ICP-IDMS.

By coupling GC with an ICP-MS the determination of volatile elemental species or of those,
which can be derivatised to form volatile compounds, can be carried out with high accuracy.
Important selenium species in the environment can be analysed by such a coupling system.
For example, dimethyl selenide and dimethyl diselenide can be determined in the extremely
low concentration range of some ppt in fresh and ocean water samples by using Se enriched
spike compounds and by purging the isotope diluted element species out of the water sample
and trapping them in a cold trap. Afterwards, the element species are separated in a GC
capillary column and the isotope ratios of the separated fractions of the element species are
measured by ICP-MS. Selenite can selectively converted into a volatile piazselenol, which can
also be separated by GC, so that the isotope dilution step for selenite takes place in the
original water sample by using an 82Se enriched selenite spike compound.

Because on-line coupling ofGC or HPLC with ICP-IDMS is the most powerful analytical
method today for accurate element speciation, the knowledge of this methodology should be
distributed to interested countries where sensitive and accurate multi-element speciation is
needed.

In addition, there is a great need for the synthesis of characterised spike solutions for the
species-unspecific, but also for the species-specific spiking mode. In this connection the
production of the following isotope-labelled spike compounds are recommended:

Me$Pb+ (204Pb enriched; environment and seafood)
MeHg+ f 1Hg; environment and seafood)
BuySn+ (119Sn; environment and seafood)
SeOi'/SeOf f2Se; environment)
MeySe { Se; medicine)
CrO2' f3Cr; environment and water processing)
r /IO{ (129I; environment, mineral water and food)
Br~ / BrOi flBr; water processing and mineral water)
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Trace Element Speciation In Man

Rita Cornells
Laboratory for Analytical Chemistry, University of Gent

Proeftuinstraat 86, B-9000 Gent, Belgium

In toxicology, it has long been known that great differences in toxic properties occur amongst
various species of an element because they follow different metabolic pathways. This can be
illustrated by the decreasing toxicity of As compounds in the following order: arsenite is more
toxic than arsenate, than monomethylarsonic acid (MMA), than dimethylarsinic acid (DMA)
than As metal, than arsenobetaine (AsB). Although many trace element studies still deal with
the analysis of total elemental concentrations, there appears to be an increasing development
of research into chemical species because these are determinant for the physiological
behaviour of the trace element in the living system. There are pressing occupational,
environmental, and economic needs to come up with models to explain the mobility, storage,
retention and toxicity of elements from both anthropogenic and natural origins in the
biosphere. The relevance of this type of information for the study of trace element behaviour
in man is obvious. Only the measurement of the different species of the trace element in
various compartments in the human body will provide adequate answers.

The species of trace elements in body fluids and tissues can be categorised into a number of
different groups:

free ions (very small fraction)
trace elements forming a metal-ligand complex with a low molecular weight complex
(e.g. Al with citrate, carbonate)
small organometallic molecules, either as contaminants of food, water or air; they
remain unchanged in the body. Examples are organotin and organolead compounds
biomarkers of exposure: detoxifying mechanisms change the species of the trace
element from inorganic to small organometallic compounds: e.g., arsenite and arsenate
are metabolised into MMA and DMA.
elements with different valence states that effect their biological action: Cr(III/VI),

the trace element is an essential building block of the biomolecule: e.g., Cu in
caeruloplasmin, Co in cobalamin or vitamin B12, metalloenzymes.
the trace element forms a metal-ligand complex with a macromolecular biomolecule,
e.g., proteins: e.g., Al and Cr to transferrin and haemoglobin, Zn to albumin and CC2-
macroglobulin. Their mechanism is governed by thermodynamic stability constants
and by rates of formation and dissociation. This group also includes cases where the
trace element is bound to unidentified protein (at best, some knowledge may be
available about the molecular mass (MM) of the protein).

Collection, storage and sample handling of biological fluids and tissues with the aim of doing
speciation analysis of the trace elements are a most difficult issue. A major obstacle in this
endeavour is that many species are thermodynamically unstable and that the simple act of
sampling a specimen and isolating the species of interest from its matrix may cause it to
undergo a chemical transformation (e.g. a change of valence state). The information may then
be irreversibly lost.



AB evident handicap in speciation analysis is that the concentration of the individual species
may be far lower than the total concentration, so that in some cases an enrichment step
becomes indispensable. A proliferation of steps in an analytical procedure not only increases
the danger of losses through chemical instability of the species or adsorption to laboratory
ware, but may enhance the risk of contamination from reagents and equipment for some
ubiquitous elements.

The preliminary treatment of the clinical sample may include:
release of the species from the cells
sample pre-treatment to select a particular group of species, by chemical or physical
means e.g., ultra filtration with a particular molecular size cut-off
desalting

The fractionation techniques cover:
1. Separation of the low MM-trace element species
As these species will carry a certain charge depending on the buffer pH, they can be separated
by ion exchange chromatography. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) offers a
great potential for the separation of the low MM species.
2. Separation and identification of protein bound trace elements
A range of chromatographic separations methods either based on the difference in mass (gel
permeation), charge (ion exchange) or affinity chromatography are needed because during the
separation processes, many interactions between the sample components and the column
beads may occur which could cause a rupture of the binding to the protein and lead to false
results. In such circumstances, a range of corroborative results is invaluable.

Serum, urine, lysed blood cells and supernatants from tissue homogenates (e.g. liver) are very
complex mixtures containing thousands of different compounds. When these solutions are
fractionated, each fraction still represents a very complex mixture. At the outset of an
investigation, there will only be an assumption of the liaison between a trace element and a
protein. This can be strengthened by separation of the biomolecule on the basis of various
characteristics such as mass and charge. If the trace element remains associated with the
biomolecule, the probability that both belong together increases to a great extent. A further
step involves applying affinity chromatography for that particular protein. If the trace element
sticks to the target protein bound to an antigen on the column, the linkage between the two
components becomes very convincing.

The proteins in the eluent of the chromatographic system can be followed by on-line UV-VIS
spectrometry. In an hyphenated system, the trace element will also be detected on-line. Such
an hyphenated system might involve hydride generation atomic absorption spectrometry, ICP-
MS or detection of the radioactivity in case of radiotracer experiments. It is by superimposing
the UV-VIS and trace element chromatograms that an association is made between the
biocompound and the trace element.

The identification of the proteins in the different fractions is done with iso-electrofocussing.
When using radio-labelled proteins, autoradiography of the electrophoretic gel allows us to
make a direct association between the trace element and the protein. The proteins can be
quantified by nephelometry, radial immunodiffusion or kinetic immunoturbidity.

The development and the application of trace element speciation in clinical chemistry,



occupational exposure and environmental issues will provide a plethora of valuable insights
into the toxicological, metabolic and kinetic roles played by different trace element species in
human health and nutrition. It is also evident that high accuracy is needed in the quantitative
measurement of the trace element species. Quality assurance of the analytical procedure is of
prime importance. This can only be performed with representative reference materials,
certified for the relevant species.

Once all practical problems are resolved, it will be fascinating to unravel the mechanisms of
element species transformations in living systems.
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Mercury Analysis And Speciation: The Potential Role Of The IAEA

Milena HORVAT
Department of Environmental Sciences

Jozef Stefan Institute
Jamova 39

Ljubljana, Slovenia.

1. Introduction

The biogeochemistry of mercury (Hg) has received considerable attention recently because of
the toxicity of methylmercury (CH3Hg+, abbreviated as MMHg), the accumulation of Hg in
biota, and its biomagnification in aquatic food chains. Hg attacks the central nervous system,
and concerns about Hg are based on its effects both on ecosystems and human health. The
principal pathway for human exposure is the consumption of contaminated fish (Fitzgerald
and Clarkson, 1991). Numerous recent studies have concluded that the majority, if not all, of
the Hg that is bioaccumualted through the food chain is as MMHg. In order to predict the
potential impact of mercury on humans and ecosystem, knowledge of the distribution,
transport, and dynamics of MMHg in aquatic ecosystems is needed. Most studies of Hg
cycling have, so far, been made in terrestrial systems, with the biogeochemistry of Hg in fresh
water systems (Porcella et al , 1995, Watras and Huckabee, 1994; WHO-IPCS, 1990, 1991)
even though it is well known that the primary exposure of humans to MMHg is through the
consumption of marine fish and fish products (Rolfhus and Fitzgerald, 1995). In principle, Hg
cycles in terrestrial and marine aquatic systems are similar with some distinct differences.
The most important feature in both systems is the in-situ bacterial conversion of inorganic Hg
species to the more toxic MMHg, which concentrates in fish muscle (Gilmour and Henry,
1991; Mason and Fitzgerald, 1990 and 1991; Winfrey andRudd, 1990).

Recently, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) set a new guideline for
methylmercury in the diet of 0.1 microgram of mercury per kilogram of body weight per day
(0.1 ug/kg/day). This is 4.7 times as strict as the World Health Organization's (WHO's)
standard of 0.47 (j.g/kg/day. The average concentration of Hg in fresh and marine fish is about
0.2 mg/kg. In practical terms this means that an average person weighing 60 kg can only
consume about 30 g offish per day (Mahaffey et al. 1996). The concentrations of mercury in
fish frequently exceed 0.5 mg/kg, which in practical terms means that general should limit
consumption of fish to only one meal per week which may have serious social and economic
consequences for IAEA Member States where the main source of proteins is from seafood.

Mercury emissions to the environment are mainly due to industrial manufacturing, refuse
incineration, rriining activities, dumping and incineration of sewage sludge, agriculture and
recent gold mining. More than 10% of all emissions are due to gold mining activities in
various countries of the world, mainly developing states. According to the Scientific
Committee on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE), about 10 million people are at present
directly involved in the use of Hg and gold mining (Ramel, 1996). It is assumed, however,
that the number of people potential at risk is much larger.

In the light of the above, the role of the IAEA in this field is essential in two respects:
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1. To improve knowledge of biogeochemistry of mercury in various environments by the
use of nuclear techniques, and

2. To improve the quality of the analytical results for mercury analysis and speciation
through the IAEA Analytical Quality Control Programme

This paper presents the background/rational for the IAEA involvement within both
components.

2. Biogeochemistry of mercury

Many of the environmental aspects of mercury and its compounds have been reviewed
(Nriagu, 1979, Craig, 1989). In recent years, new analytical techniques have become
available and have been used in environmental studies and consequently the understanding of
mercury chemistry in natural systems has improved significantly (Horvat, 1996). Mercury
can exist in a large number of different physical and chemical forms with a wide range of
properties. Conversion between these different forms provides the basis for mercury's
complex distribution pattern in local and global cycles and for its biological enrichment and
effects. The most important chemical forms are: elemental mercury (Hg°), divalent inorganic

mercury (Hg2+), methylmercury (CH3Hg+), and dimethylmercury (CH3)2Hg). There is a

general biogeochemical cycle by which monomethyl and mercury (II) compounds,
dimethylmercury and mercury (0) may interchange in the atmospheric, aquatic and terrestrial
environments. Mercury vapour is released into the atmosphere from a number of natural
sources and through anthropogenic emissions (mainly from combustion of fossil fuels). A

small portion of Hg° is converted into water soluble species (probably Hg^+) which can, in
part, be re-emitted to the atmosphere as Hg° by deposition on land or exchange at the
air/water boundary. The atmospheric cycle entails a retention of Hg° in the atmosphere for
long periods and consequently it is transported over very long distances. The bottom
sediment of oceans is thought to be the ultimate sink where mercury is deposited in the form
of highly insoluble HgS. Changes in speciation from inorganic to methylated forms is the
first step in the aquatic bioaccumulation processes. These processes are considered to occur
in both the water column and sediments. The mechanism of synthesis of methylmercury is
not very well understood. Although methylmercury is the dominant form of mercury in
higher organisms, it represents only a very small amount of the total mercury in aquatic
ecosystems and in the atmosphere. Methylation-demethylation reactions are assumed to be
widespread in the environment and each ecosystem attains its own steady state equilibrium
with respect to the individual species of mercury. However, owing to the bioaccumulation of
methylmercury, methylation is more prevalent in the aquatic environment than demethylation.

Once methylmercury is formed, it enters the food chain by rapid diffusion and tight binding to
proteins in aquatic biota and attains its highest concentrations in the tissues of fish at the top
of the aquatic food chain due to biomagnification through the trophic levels. The main
factors that affect the levels of methylmercury in fish are the diet/trophic level of the species,
age of the fish, microbial activity and mercury concentration in the upper layer of the local
sediment, dissolved organic carbon content, salinity, pH, and redox potential. An example of
Hg cycling in ocean and coastal environment is shown in Figure 1.
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Cycling of mercury in coastal and ocean environment.

During the last ten years, extensive investigations have been conducted in Scandinavia and
North America (Watras and Huckabee, 1994, Porcella et ah, 1995) where it was discovered
that the long-range transport of Hg° and the potential role of acidification (through acid rain)
have become major factors influencing future exposure of humans to methylmercury. As a
result of such long-range transport, methylmercury has exceeded the regulatory safety limits
for fish in large numbers of remote lakes.

Recent efforts have mainly been directed towards studies of MMHg dynamics in freshwater
lakes and wetlands of the northern and boreal regions because of increasing concern about Hg
contamination in fish, and the impact of water impoundment on MMHg accumulation. Much
less effort has been directed towards understanding of Hg cycling in river ecosystem,
estuaries and coastal environments. In addition, biogeochemistry in highly polluted areas in
tropical regions, mainly impacted by gold mining activities such as Amazon region, is very
poorly understood, and far from satisfactory. The use of radioactive (203Hg2+ and 14CHsHg+)
and enriched stable isotopes (199Hg, 200Hg, 201Hg, 202Hg) tracers offer unique possibilities to
understand the biogeochemistry of Hg under various environmental conditions. The role of
promoting the use of these techniques in the IAEA Member States is very important to
understand the extent of Hg problem, cycling and major transport mechanisms in order to
provide scientific and technical basis for countermeasures where applicable.

3. Improvement of Data Quality

During recent years new analytical techniques have become available that have contributed
significantly to the understanding of mercury chemistry in natural systems. In particular,
these include ultra sensitive and specific analytical equipment and contamination-free
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methodologies. These improvements eventually allow for the determination of total and
major species of mercury to be made in air, water, sediments and biota. A very brief
overview of concentration levels of inorganic and organo mercury compounds in various
compartments of the environment is presented in Figure 2.
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CONCENTRATION RANGES OF TOTAL Hg AND ITS ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN SOME
BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES

It is understandable that a good quality control/quality assurance programme should be
implemented in all environmental or health related studies on mercury and its organic
compounds, particularly, for monomethylmercury (MeHg) which is the most toxic mercury
compound. This can be achieved initially by analysing suitable certified reference materials
(CRMs) which are available from various producers such as the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NTST) from USA, National Institute of Environmental Studies
(NIES), National Research Council of Canada (NRCC), Standards, Measurements and Testing
programme (SM&T) of the European Commission, and the International Atomic Energy
Agency.

There are a number of CRMs available for total mercury in biological, sediment, and water
samples (IAEA-TECDOC 854, IAEA-TECDOC 880). Unfortunately, there are only a few
biological samples and two sediment samples certified for MeHg compounds. The list of
currently available CRMs is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Currently available reference materials certified for MeHg compounds

Producer
NRCC
NRCC

NRCC
NRCC

NRCC

NRCC

NIST

NIST
NIST
NIES
BCR
BCR
BCR
IAEA-MEL

IAEA-MEL

IAEA-MEL
IAEA-MEL
IAEA
IAEA

CRM

Code No.

DOLT-1

DOLT-2(3)

DORM-1

DORM-2(3)

TORT-1

LUTS-1

SRM 1974a
SRM 1974a
SRM 2974
SRM 2976
NEESNo. 13
CRM 463
CRM 464
CRM 580
IAEA-350

IAEA-356

IAEA-142
IAEA-140
IAEA-085
IAEA-086

Matrix

Dogfish Liver
Dogfish Liver

Dogfish Muscle
Dogfish Muscle

Lobster
Hepatopancreas
Non Defatted Lobster
Hepatopancreas
Mussel homogenate

Mussel homogenate
Mussel homogenate
Human Hair
Tuna fish
Tuna fish
Estuarine Sediment
Tuna Fish
Homogenate
Polluted Marine
Sediment
Mussel Homogenate
Sea Plant Homogenate
Human Hair, Spiked
Human Hair

Certified value ntg.kg

MeHg

0.080±0.011
0.693±0.053

0.731±0.060
4.47±0.032

0.121±0.014

0.0093±0.0006(4)

0.0772±0.0038
0.00882±0.00044(4)

0.0772±0.0038
0.0277*0.0020
3.8±0.4
2.82±0.15
5.12±0.16
0.0702±0.0034(5)

3.65±0.35

0.0054±0.00089

0.047±0.004
0.000626±0.000107
22.9 (21.9-23.9)C6)

0.258 (0.236-
0.279)(6)

asHg, DW(2>

Total-Hg

0.225±0.037
1.99±0.10

0.798±0.074
4.64±0.26

0.330±0.006

0.016±0.0022(4)

0.176±0.013
0.0201±0.0015(4)

0.176±0.020
0.0610±0.0035
4.42±0.20
2.85±0.16
5.24±0.10
132±3
4.68±0.28

7.62±0.65

0.126±0.007
0.038±0.006
23.2 (22.4-24.0)(5)

0.573 (0.534-
0.612)C5)

(1) JNRCC - National Research Council Canada; IAEA-MEL International Atomic Energy Agency - Marine
Environmental Laboratory; BCR - Institute for Reference Materials and Measurement, Commission of the
European Communities; NIST - National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA, NIES - National Institute
of Environmental Sciences, Japan

(2) Certified value ± 95% confidence interval (DW - dry weight) and/or stated uncertainty
(3) Replacement for previous DOLT-1 and DORM-1,
(4) Wet mass basis
(5) Results for MeHg in the Certificate are expresses on a MeHg basis (0.0755±0.0037 mg
MeHg.kg1)
(6) Mean value (95% Confidence interval)

It is well understood that these materials do not cover all present needs, as most of them are of
the marine origin, while many laboratories are conducting research and monitoring in
terrestrial ecosystems and the fresh water environment. In addition, CRMs for human
exposure assessment, such as blood, urine, and hair at several levels of concentrations are still
lacking.

In the absence of CRMs, many other actions should be undertaken to achieve, improve and/or
maintain quality of data, including participation in interlaboratory studies, proficiency testing
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and production of laboratory reference materials. A review of these actions has shown that
MeHg compounds determination in samples such as soil, sediment and water is rather difficult
and the results are also method dependent. In addition, it has been shown that some of the
most frequently employed analytical methods may be subject to spurious MeHg formation in
the presence of high concentrations of inorganic mercury and organic matter. These findings
have put a number of previous data on MeHg in question and consequently prompt action was
undertaken by a number of well experienced laboratories and producers of CRMs. So far, it is
shown that the results obtained by various laboratories using different analytical techniques
agree well with certified values in all RMs certified for MeHg. This suggests that
comparability of data can be achieved which, however, is not a guarantee of the true values.

An important problem associated with the production of CRMs is the certification protocol
itself. So far, most of the RMs certified for MeHg were prepared by intercomparison of the
results obtained by various analytical procedures employed by different laboratories (Donais
et al., 1996, Horvat et al. 1994, Horvat et al. 1997, Mee et al. 1992, Quevauvaller 1997,
Quevauviller et al. 1997, Stone et al 1995, Yoshinaga et al, 1997). In the case of soluble
samples such as fish, mussels, etc. the speciation analysis has achieved most success.
However, with solids, techniques to remove or solubilize MeHg are difficult to validate by
spiking or tracer approaches, as ensuring true exchange or equilibrium is problematic and
hence it is difficult to prove that complete extraction/separation has been achieved (Byrne,
1997). A classical example of this difficulty is speciation of MeHg in sediments and soils. The
only feasible approach adopted in certification of MeHg was to use a variety of different
analytical approaches, i.e., various extraction/separation schemes and detection methods.
Good agreement of the results obtained provides some assurance that the data are meaningful
comparable. This, of course, is not absolute assurance that the values obtained are true.

A typical example of such an interlaboratory study for the determination of MeHg was
conducted on the IAEA-356, Polluted Marine Sediment (Horvat et al. 1994, Horvat et al,
1994). The major objective in this exercise was to intercompare the performance of different
methods and to produce a reference material certified for total and MeHg. Seven well-
experienced laboratories participated using various isolation procedures (extraction,
distillation, acid leaching, and alkaline digestion) and detection systems (CV AAS, CV AFS,
GC-ECD and HPLC with CVAFS detection). The laboratories method means are plotted in
ascending concentrations in Figure 3. Although it appears that results are well grouped, close
examination of the results obtained by various methods have shown some significant
differences. The results obtained by acid leaching followed by solvent extraction (Lab. Code
1C and 6) are lower than other reported results. These can be explained in two ways: (1) acid
leaching alone can not release MeHg from the sediment quantitatively (Horvat et al. 1994,
Horvat et al. 1993) or (2) distillation and alkaline digestion result in positive error due to
spurious formation of MeHg during the isolation (Hintelman et al. 1997, Hintelman and
Evans, 1997, Bloom et al, 1997). The sample was initially certified for MeHg taking all the
results into account (95% Conf. Interval from 5.07 to 5.84 ng.g"1). However, two years later it
was claimed that the certified value is too high due to possible artefact formation of MeHg
during distillation and/alkaline digestion and the proposed range is 4.8 - 5.2 ng.g"!( Bloom et
al. 1997). Other authors, using stable isotope inorganic Hg addition {e.g. Hg(NC"3)2) and
detection with ICP-MS and linear regression with extrapolation to "zero" concentration of
ambient inorganic Hg, suggest a much lower value (~ 3.01 ng.g'1) (Hintelman et al. 1997,
Hintelman and Evans, 1997). The validity of the later approach is still questionable as the
value was obtained by extrapolation and not actually measured.
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Similar results were also observed in a recent certification of the contents of total and MeHg
in Estuarine Sediment, CRM, 580, organised by the European Commission through the
Standards, Measurements and Testing Programme(Quevauviller et al, 1997). Eleven
laboratories employing different analytical techniques measured the concentration of MeHg
and the between-laboratory variation for MeHg was not significant. In addition, it was shown
that all the methods employed provided comparable data in the range from 58.9 to 75.8 ng.g"1

expressed as Hg with the laboratory means of 70.2 ng.g'
(half-width of the 95% confidence interval).

and the uncertainty of 3.4 ng.g"

Further studies are in progress to resolve problems related to possible artefact MeHg
formation, which will not only contribute to better and more accurate certified values but
would also contribute significantly to method development and optimisation in mercury
speciation work in samples such as sediments and soils. This also includes the application of
more sophisticated equipment such ICP-MS which permits the use of stable isotopes in
measurement of MeHg by the isotope dilution method. In addition, such a methodology also
allows the detection of species transformation in the environmental studies ) (Hintelman et al.
1997, Hintelman and Evans, 1997).

The laboratory method mean values for MeHg (calculated as Hg) plotted in ascending
concentration on the y-axis and their respective laboratory method codes noted along the x
axis. The respective standards deviations (SD) of the means are shown as error bars. Doted
lines represent the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 3. Performance of various laboratories using different analytical methods for the
determination of MeHg compounds in RM, Polluted Marine Sediment (Horvat et al. 1994).

Finally, there are some problems associated with the calculation of certified values and, in
particular, the estimation of its uncertainty. So far, most of the RMs certified for MeHg were
prepared by intercomparison of the results obtained by various analytical procedures
employed by different laboratories. It should be noted, however, that according to the latest
ISO and other relevant documents (ISO, 1993) the 95% confidence interval calculated from
the laboratories means does not constitute the analytical uncertainty. It seems likely that some
of the oldest certified values and particularly their uncertainty budgets will need to be
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recalculated taking into account the metrological principle of reporting measurement
uncertainty.

4. Conclusions

In order to assess the impact of mercury on ecosystems and human health it is important to
understand the overall mercury cycling in the environment. This provides a scientific and
technical basis for countermeasures. The use of nuclear techniques is important in order to
assess the factors influencing the dynamics of Hg cycling in various compartments of the
environment. The role of the IAEA in this field is essential due to fact that a number of
Member States are facing environmental and health problems due to mercury emissions and
remobilization in the environment.

It is also important to emphasise that globally linked mercury research projects must include
strong data quality assurance component. Apart from the regular use of appropriate reference
materials the organisation of interlaboratory tests on a regular basis (at least once every two
years) is the minimum requirement. However, there are two problems that need to be
addressed. The first is connected to the question of the reliability of data for organomercury
determination in "difficult" samples (such as sediments, soils, plants and organic rich water
samples) as some recent studies show that the results may be too high due to the artefact
MeHg production during the analytical procedures. So far, the comparability of data obtained
by different analytical methods can be demonstrated on a number of materials. This, of
course, is a strong evidence of comparability of data and represents an excellent reference point
for all the users dealing with determination of MeHg. Since, however, comparability of data on
its own is not an absolute assurance of true values which in particular cases may still be open to
doubt, further studies using modern techniques and appropriate experimental design are to be
strongly encouraged. This is very important for the assignment of consensus values in RMs
and intercomparison samples for proficiency testing programmes and, in particular, for the
production of new CRMs. The second problem is connected to the reliability of data in
samples for which reference materials cannot be prepared (low level Hg in water samples and
in air) and the only way to obtain comparable analytical results is the organisation of field
interlaboratory tests. Unfortunately, these are difficult and expensive to implement and the
reliability of results is, therefore still dependent on the critical evaluation by the analysts
performing the analyses themselves. All these subjects could well be addressed through the
IAEA AQCS programme.
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Introduction

Food is the primary source of trace elements for humans. For elements to exert an effect they
must be available from food, or potentially available, both for absorption by the gut and for
subsequent utilisation by the body; in other words they must be bioavailable. The degree of
bioavailability is affected by the individual's physiological response and their diet. It is now
generally accepted that the total amount of an element present in the food tells us very little
about how well it will be absorbed and used. To find this out, more information is required
about the chemical nature of the element, how it behaves in the gastrointestinal tract, how it
crosses the gut wall and what happens to it after it has been absorbed. The chemical form or
speciation of an element is one of the primary influences on its bioavailability. In addition
there may be interactions between elements which can effect efficient utilisation or toxicity.
For example, high zinc intakes may adversely effect the uptake and absorption of copper and
iron, possibly due to competition for active sites. Selenium in fish is thought to have an
antagonistic effect on methylmercury toxicity through the formation of a bis(methylmercury)-
selenide complex which is less toxic.

The concept of speciation also applies to potentially toxic elements such as arsenic, cadmium,
mercury and lead which can be naturally elevated in some foodstuffs or may occur as
adventitious contaminants. Arsenic bioaccumulates in the marine food chain resulting in
higher levels of this element in fish than in most other foods. It is also known that inorganic
forms of arsenic are more toxic than organic species with arsenic (IE) being more toxic than
arsenic (V). In fish the predominant forms are the organic compounds arsenobetaine and
arsenocholine. Prior knowledge of the chemical form of a contaminating element might
influence the way in which the problem is dealt with. For instance if a dietary item became
contaminated with a particular form of an element, which was known to be completely non-
absorbed by humans and therefore excreted in faeces, it could be argued that any potential
problem might lie with the sewage farm and subsequent sludge disposal. In practice such
knowledge would be rarely available and contaminated items would be withdrawn from the
food supply. On a world wide scale, elevated levels of species of trace elements which may be
subject to regulation and legislation, can have severe impacts on trade between countries.

Essential elements can also be toxic if taken in excess. There is usually a wide margin
between deficiency and toxicity. The margin can be narrower for some elements (iron and
selenium) than for others (magnesium and calcium). Deciding what represents the average
dietary requirements for a population can be difficult because of large inter- and intra-
individual variations and because so much fundamental information is missing. Good
measures of nutritional status are lacking for many elements. Whilst there has been a
considerable increase in the understanding of the biochemical effects of metals there is still a
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need to ascertain the exposure levels at which biological requirements are exceeded and those
at which toxicity may occur, if risk assessments are to be realistic. Therefore, a better
understanding of the predominant chemical forms of trace elements in foods and their
subsequent behaviour in the gut would assist those who have to make decisions concerning
dietary requirements and related legislation.

Two examples of speciation studies with food

hi this presentation, the necessity for trace element speciation data for foods will be
considered by examining the situation for two elements - cadmium (Cd) and selenium (Se).
The former element is listed as a human carcinogen and is generally present at low levels in
foodstuffs with some exceptions such as shellfish, liver and kidney. Selenium is an essential
element, with a narrow margin between essentiality and toxicity. Both elements have been
extensively studied and both are still of considerable current interest; Cd because legislators
may consider lowering permissible levels in foods and Se because the levels in some foods
appear to be decreasing and dietary supplements are becoming increasingly popular (Crews
H.M., Spectrochimica Acta, 53B, 1998, 213). Whilst the type of studies discussed are
currently limited to institutions in the developed world, the information obtained and the
development of simpler methods, means that technology transfer is essential for the newer
institutions and developing countries.

Cadmium

The kidney is considered the critical target organ for Cd exposure in the general population
with urinary excretion of low molecular proteins being a characteristic sign of renal tubular
dysfunction. The absorption, distribution and urinary elimination of Cd in the non-
occupationally exposed population, where the main source of Cd is the diet, may be different
to that of workers exposed mainly by inhalation. Quantitative risk assessment associated with
human dietary Cd exposure requires a detailed knowledge of both the effects of the internal
dose and the mechanisms of uptake and interactions between the individual, physiological and
dietary characteristics of the exposure. One major criticism of the vast amount of available
Cd data is that very little has been obtained from human subjects at dietary Cd levels. The
emphasis has been, quite rightly, on occupational exposure measurements and animal studies
to elucidate toxicology mechanisms. There are few studies of humans consuming known
dietary organic forms of Cd. There are many studies on metallothionein (MT) in relation to its
role but not so many about MT in relation to food and absorption. Thus little is known about
dietary Cd speciation and the effect on intestinal absorption resulting in a dearth of knowledge
about the effects of long term, low level exposure. Advances in analytical techniques should
enable progress in this area .

If indeed, risk assessment for dietary exposure to Cd should be made based on the behaviour
of inorganic species, this should be relatively easy to confirm, at least in terms of absorption
and retention, by using stable isotope labelling. Intrinsically labelled foods of plant and
animal origin, with total concentrations which do not exceed normal dietary levels could be
used in human studies without incurring any additional risk in terms of dietary exposure.
Ongoing studies by the speaker and colleagues are investigating the absorption of Cd from a
cereal based food by ileostomy volunteers and weaned infants. The wheat has been
intrinsically labelled with I06Cd and ethical approval has been obtained to carry out a balance
study following consumption of a wheat-based porridge. Whilst generally low in Cd, the
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quantity of cereals consumed in our diets makes them a major dietary source of this element.
The measurement of low levels (a few ng/g fresh weight) of Cd, and the normal and altered
Cd isotope ratios is possible using ICP-MS.

Selenium

There are many studies reported in the literature on animal uptake of various forms of Se and
a smaller number on human absorption and utilisation. Human studies of bioavailability of
different chemical forms of Se in foodstuffs can also be done using stable isotope labelling.
This permits the Se species to be intrinsically labelled in the plant or animal and aids
identification of the metabolic fate of the absorbed element.

The chemical form or speciation of an element may affect its behaviour analytically, (e.g. for
Se determination by hydride generation it must be present as Se IV), as well as often
influencing whether or not it is absorbed and subsequently excreted, used or stored by the
body. The analysis of chemical species is fraught with difficulties. Frequently, unknown
entities are being looked for which require isolation and identification. Few certified
reference materials for chemical species are available. Speciation methods are not
standardised since most work is still at the research and development and often in vitro. If the
nature of the species in relation to the food matrix, the gastrointestinal tract or cell systems is
being investigated then the analytical approaches have to be "soft" enough to preserve the
integrity of the species whilst permitting measurement and identification. For this reason
chromatographic methods are frequently used preceded by various extraction procedures.

The form of chromatography influences the type and degree of separation. In some cases the
reagents used to treat the sample can produce anomalous peaks. When using an in vitro
enzyme treatment to broadly simulate gastrointestinal digestion of cooked codfish, (Crews
H.M. et al, J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 11, 1996, 1177), a Se peak was obtained using ion
exchange chromatography-ICP-MS which originated from the enzyme mixture and not the
sample. This source of Se may effect the way in which Se species from this foodstuff are
subsequently absorbed by the gut but analysts need to be aware of the difficulties in
interpreting in vitro data.

Conclusions

The following points summarise where the main gaps in knowledge are perceived to be. The
first two statements apply equally well to trace element speciation studies in other areas such
as environmental and occupational exposure.

• Lack of validated methods for sample preparation which preserve the integrity of the
species.

• Difficulty in knowing that what you measure is in fact the species normally found in situ.
• Measures of the effect, beneficial or harmful, of a given species in human diets are not

easy to ascertain.
• Long term, low level exposure to dietary components is not well understood.

The study of human nutrition and health requires more information about trace element
species in food. Technology transfer between established and developing centres will permit
reliable and accurate information to be generated in this difficult area. Proper dissemination
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of accurate information gives consumers informed choice, it allows industry to make the best
use of foods, supplements and processing (which might alter chemical species) and it provides
governments with the basis for good advice and legislation. It may be that one day essential
trace element species will be listed on food composition labels or that legislation for
potentially toxic elements will be based on the chemical species present rather than the total
concentration. This in turn will adversely influence international trade if well informed and
harmonised analytical approaches and standards are not available.
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Status of trace metal speciation analysis : The concept of trace metal or metalloid
"speciation " has seen considerable evolution of its appreciation amongst the inorganic
analytical chemistry community during the last 20 years. Together with the progress of
analytical instrumentation and analytical schemes, the perception of issues related to species
identification will bring a new insight into the use and applicability of trace metal species
determination. Increasing numbers of inorganic analysts have become aware of this analytical
approach.
If everyone now agrees of the importance of the chemical formulation concept, one can
wonder why this analytical approach is so limited within the analytical inorganic community
to date. There are certainly a number of different reasons for this state of affairs. There is no
order of priority between the different factors given below and they have certainly combined
to limit the widespread determination of metal species content and the use of speciation
information.
One of the first reason is the lack of availability of commercial instrumentation. Figure 1
displays the current status of commercial instrumentation developments and compares the
evolution of the inorganic field against that of the organic field. Both analytical domains have
developed in different directions. The organic field has always been directly orientated
towards the molecular identification of the analyte of interest. It has immediately taken
advantage of the rapid developments of both liquid and gas separation sciences. Initial
analytical efforts were directed towards structural identification rather that being aimed at
complete analyte recovery and sensitivity issues. The instrumental translation of these
analytical efforts have resulted in the optimisation of mature hyphenation systems between
separative methods and refined mass detectors. One the other hand, the inorganic field
developed the necessary methodologies to ensure complete matrix dissolution in order to
optimise atomisation procedures and make the best of atomic spectrometry techniques for
quantitation. In the inorganic field, analytical efforts have been directed towards achieving
high analyte recovery factors and improvement of detection limits. The analytical trends have
seen the development of atomic absorption instrumentation reach maturity and slowly become
eclipsed by the gradual rise of multi-elemental detection techniques based on inductively
coupled plasma ionisation sources incorporating atomic emission or mass spectrometric
detectors. Most recent instrumental efforts address improved detection limits, fast data
acquisition and reduction of interferences generated in the plasma by the use of collisions cells
or high resolution scanning mode on the mass analyser.
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These developments have required constant spectroscopical, physical improvements of the
detectors and have left aside the need for metal species preservation at the detection stage.
Issues to be addressed through metal determinations have been forgotten compared to the
increasing attention paid to improved instrumental performances. This fact has biased our
appreciation of metal related problems since all analytical determinations in inorganic analysis
required the complete destruction of the metal species of interest to only select the bare metal
atom for detection and quantitation in the spectrometer. All scientific and legislative issues
have then been adapted to this instrumental approach despite the "inaccuracy" of the problem
being considered. However, if we were to translate the inorganic analysis considerations in
terms of the analytical strategies used in the organic analysis domain, it would be the
equivalent of trying to evaluate the dispersion of organophosphorus pesticides in a field by
determining the total amount of phosphorus in a sample!
However evolution towards metal speciation is not easy since the analytical market is well
established and renewing itself with more sensitive equipment. Regulations follow this trends
and are logically relying on the most common information available delivered by inorganic
instrumentation. This feed back loop has slowly created the gap between rational decision
making based on metal species determination and a simplified approach using total metal
determination. Finally, speciation analysis not only requires good mastery of the spectroscopy
and its fundamental physics, but it also requires controlled, reliable and reproducible
chemistry which is a fundamental pre-requisite prior to spectroscopic detection. This part of
the whole analytical process is more complex to control and has also prevented routine
developments.
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A less obvious negative reason can certainly be associated with the poor appreciation of the
toxicity of some metal species due to the scarcity of the data available. Indeed organometallic
species of Hg are far more toxic than their inorganic counterparts. Cr (VI) is a well
established carcinogenic agent whereas Cr(III) is sometimes supplemented in food.
Trialkyltin compounds can be considered to be some of the most toxic biocidal agents ever
synthesised and directly released in the environment.
Inorganic tin is non toxic and is present in the tin can containing food. Legislative attitudes to
controlling tin in foodstuffs are ambiguous because of the difficulty of obtaining reliable
information due to the lack of routine instrumentation. This ambiguous position is reflected
in a recent EC regulation. EC regulation 76/464 recommends the control of a list of 132
substances in industrial effluents. If organic compounds are most of the time listed with their
full chemical formulation, recommendations towards metal species are either very vague
(e.g.Arsenic and its inorganic forms, Mercury and its organic derivatives, Cadmium and its
compounds etc) or are too accurate and lists the full formulation with the counter ion. This is
the case for organotin compounds. This accuracy is misplaced since most metal species
determination methods use a derivatisation stage for gas chromatograpic separation methods
and therefore use the substitution of the counter ion. Very few routine laboratories can offer
the full service for the complete control of the 132 substances in the industrials effluents.

Environmental issues : Environmental research has clearly established now that metal and
metalloids occur in the environment under a large array of chemical species. They seldom
occur at low concentrations as free metal ions and are most of the time engaged in most
complex formulation as inorganic salts, oxyhydroxydes or charged or neutral organometallic
entities. They can also be found integrated into larger molecular structures (amino-acids,
proteins, metalloenzymes,) belonging most often to the biological world.
All these different chemical species are in continuous chemical evolution and kinetic
interchanges between the different compartments of the ecosystems. It has been now well
established that the chemical species of a metal closely regulate its basic physico-chemical
properties (liquid/solid and liquid to gas partitioning) and hence, its mode of bioaccumulation
in the food chain. They also regulate the toxicity of the chemical species to the biota directly.
This knowledge is the result of the continuous evolution of the biogeochemical approaches
developed by environmental geochemists and biogeochemists with very crude analytical tools
and solid chemical reasoning.
In the early 1950's, aquatic geochemists first made the distinction between "dissolved metal"
and "particulate metal" fractions in order to improve transport models in waterways. A
simple filtering membrane of 0.45 um and a clean filtration unit allowed the two different
phases to be discriminated between. The simultaneous and rapid development of
electrochemistry allowed free and complexed metal species in water to be distinguished
between bringing them the first analytical "speciation" schemes. The early developments
were backed with inorganic equilibrium simulation calculations. The first global speciation
approach was published in the 1970's by Florence and Batley in a paper where they carefully
differentiated between different metal fractions in water by using preconcentration Chelex 100
protocols, irradiation, or not, of the fraction collected and final detection by electrochemistry
or atomic absorption. At the same time, the first instrumental hyphenation between a gas
chromatograph and a flame atomic absorption spectrometer was achieved by Kolb et al to
determine alkylead compounds in gasoline.
Later, the sequential extraction scheme proposed by Tessier et al was announced to open
improved understanding of the metal partitioning in the different mineral phases of
environmental particulate material. Most of the developments mentioned previously have
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now been seriously reconsidered, but they are all a vital testimony of the efforts made by the
environmental scientific community to improve the knowledge of the metal and metalloids
species migration in the environment.
Analytical instrumentation has followed the changes of metal speciation schemes and the
advent of improved hyphenation techniques between separative methods and atomic
spectrometry detectors have allowed the chemical formulation of the analyte of interest among
its matrix to be directly addressed (Figure 2). They have contributed to shift the "concept of
metal speciation" rather vague and involving the application of different chemical schemes
address the "operationally defined" partitioning of metal and metalloids within the different
fractions of the matrix to the direct metal and metalloid "chemical species" identification
procedure. The term "speciation" still comprise different analytical strategies used and does
not offer the full potential offered now by modern analytical instrumentation. It should and
can now be replaced by "chemical species determination". The IUPAC commission is also
making progresses in this direction. It has not fully stated of the exact content of the term
"speciation" but is referring to it as : 1) the distribution of an element between its different
chemical formulations and 2) the analytical efforts deployed to determine the chemical
formulation of an element.
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Figure 2 : Evolution of "speciation" trends.

Analytical developments ; If trace metal analysis has always involved different steps that are
critical all along the analytical chain such as sample collection, preservation and preparation
prior to detection in the atomic spectrograph, these states have gained further importance
when dealing with metal species determination.
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Conclusion : Further to the analytical progress to be expected in the future, this analytical
approach will redesign our understanding of the fate and impact of metals in the ecosystem.
Analytical instrumentation will always remain as one of the vital pathways to correctly assess
and control quality criteria of our environment (Figure 3). In the future, one must expect that
in many fields, the term "speciation" will be replaced by "Risk assessment" for an improved
and more rational control of our environment. Also, the need for commercial analytical
instrumentation is urgent.
We can consider that major analytical solutions for traces metal speciation are now
scientifically mature and that most of the efforts required to make speciation information
applicable to detailed quality of life improvements will simplify the existing procedures and

Biological
Response

Environment

Figure 3 : Analytical instrumentation and environmental quality

introduce cost effective analytical instrumentation. This trend is already foreshadowed in the
market place since several companies are currently considering the introduction of
instrumentation specifically designed for metal species determination. The introduction to the
market of reliable commercial instrumentation will allow a vast community to redevelop and
reconsider many analytical developments. These branching developments are needed to find
innovative solutions, confirm the existing knowledge or reveal profound artefacts in the field
of trace metal species determination
These developments will render total metal determination obsolete and will help to establish a
sound knowledge base in this complex field of analytical instrumentation. Their applications
will slowly change our perception of the world we live in by defining more rational
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approaches to the problems which confront us all and enable improved decision making
scenarios.
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Traceability And Quality Requirements For Reference Materials
The Context for Trace Element Speciation

Ales Fajgelj
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A-2444 Seibersdorf, Austria

For over forty years the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), through its Analytical
Quality Control Services (AQCS), has prepared and distributed reference materials (RMs) to
the analytical laboratories in its Member States to assist them in maintaining/improving the
quality of their analytical measurements and to help them achieve internationally acceptable
levels of quality assurance.1 With each new material, AQCS especially attempts to address the
needs in developing Member States since these may be outside the regular programme of the
national and regional commercial RMs suppliers. The AQCS programme responds to the
recommendations of consultants' and working groups convened by the Agency's Director
General and closely co-operates with technical assistance and co-ordinated research
programmes that involve analytical measurements.
The IAEA RMs include matrices of environmental and biological origin, characterised for
primordial and anthropogenic radionuclides, stable isotopes, organic contaminants and
inorganic elements. Preparation, characterisation and distribution of IAEA RMs is carried out
by different Sections and Units of the IAEA Laboratories located in Austria and Monaco.
RMs of terrestrial origin, characterised for inorganic elements and radionuclides, are mainly
prepared by the Chemistry Unit (CU) located in Seibersdorf, Austria. RMs characterised for
stable isotopes, H-3 and C-14 are prepared by the Isotope Hydrology Unit located in Vienna.
RMs of marine origin, characterised for radionuclides, minor and trace elements and organic
contaminants, are prepared by Marine Environment Laboratory located in Monaco. The
selection and characterisation of RMs is performed in close co-operation with other Sections
in the IAEA including: Nutrition and Health Related Environmental Studies, Industrial
Applications and Chemistry, Safeguards Analytical Laboratory and the Agriculture and
Biotechnology Laboratory.
With the exception of RMs for the determination of methylmercury (IAEA-085 and IAEA-
086, Human Hair, IAEA-140/TM, Fucus and IAEA-142, Mussel Homogenate) 2, RMs for
trace element speciation represent a new type of RMs for the IAEA. RMs for trace element
speciation belong to the group of matrix RMs. The simplest and possibly best definition of a
matrix RM is that it is a "natural" substance more representative of laboratory samples that
has been chemically characterised for one or more elements, constituents, etc. with quantified
uncertainty. "Natural" materials are more complex, chemically, compositionally and
structurally, than primary reference standards, which are often pure substances. On the other
hand, the chemical characterisation of "natural" materials usually has a greater level of
uncertainty and is less straightforward in terms of traceability. It is also true to say that the
majority of matrix RMs, available, including the RMs produced by the IAEA, have been
certified through laboratory intercomparison or measurement programmes.
The IAEA has a long tradition in the organisation of world-wide laboratory intercomparisons.
This activity is regarded by its Member States as a valuable contribution to the laboratories.
The IAEA intends to continue to provide this assistance, however, in a modified manner
consistent with the new quality requirements associated with the RMs production. Since
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1994, the quality requirements for the production of the IAEA RMs have been a focal point of
the three IAEA Consultants' Meetings, namely:

• Consultants' Meeting on Requirements for Reference Materials and Intercomparison Runs
- IAEA Programme on Analytical Quality Control Services (AQCS), Kona, USA, 1994;

• Consultants' Meeting on Requirements Regarding the Harmonisation of Laboratory
Quality Assurance System, Vienna, 1995 and

• Consultants' Meeting on Traceability of IAEA-AQCS Reference Materials to Si-Units,
Vienna, 1996.3

At the last of these meetings it was recognised and recommended that:
- Some of the work required for the production of reference materials regarding the latest
metrological requirements is already undertaken at the Agency's Laboratories, but this work
needs to be more explicitly described.
- In general, when materials are certified, traceability of assigned values should be clearly
stated.
- The Agency must employ procedures or methods capable of producing results traceable to
the SI or other internationally agreed measurement scales.
- The Agency should invite experts laboratories to collaborate in generating assigned values
(results) traceable to SI.
- A complete assessment of uncertainty should be made according the procedures described
in the respective guides (ISO, EURACHEM, etc.). The overall uncertainty of the assigned
values should be as small as reasonably achievable, however it should fit for the intended
purpose of RM.
These recommendations are based on the guidance given in the international guides dealing
with the production of RMs and with quality assurance requirements for analytical
laboratories in general. The guidance related to the RMs production is mainly prepared by the
Committee on Reference Materials of the International Organisation for Standardisation,
Geneva, Switzerland (ISO/REMCO). The relevant IS 0/REMCO Guides are1:

• ISO Guide 30 : 1981 (E) Terms and definitions used in connection with reference materials
Reference material (RM): A material or substance one or more properties of which are sufficiently
well established to be used for the calibration of an apparatus the assessment of a measurement
method, or for assigning values to materials.
Certified reference material (CRM): A reference material one or more of whose property values
are certified by a technically valid procedure, accompanied by or traceable to a certificate or other
documentation which is issued by a certification body.

• ISO Guide 31 : 1998 (E) Reference materials - contents of certificates and labels
(Revision of ISO Guide 31 : 1981 (E), not yet approved)
Summary of the essential contents of a certificate:
- name of the material
- producer and producer's code for the material
- general description of the material
- intended use
- instructions for proper use
- instructions for appropriate conditions of storage
- certified property value(s), each accompanied by a statement of uncertainty
- method(s) used to obtain property values (with full details where values are dependent on the

method of measurement)

1 For the purpose of this contribution, the content of the respective guides was summarised by the author.
Copies of ISO/REMCO Guides are available upon request from the author.
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For over forty years the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), through its Analytical
Quality Control Services (AQCS), has prepared and distributed reference materials (RMs) to
the analytical laboratories in its Member States to assist them in maintaining/improving the
quality of their analytical measurements and to help them achieve internationally acceptable
levels of quality assurance.1 With each new material, AQCS especially attempts to address the
needs in developing Member States since these may be outside the regular programme of the
national and regional commercial RMs suppliers. The AQCS programme responds to the
recommendations of consultants' and working groups convened by the Agency's Director
General and closely co-operates with technical assistance and co-ordinated research
programmes that involve analytical measurements.
The IAEA RMs include matrices of environmental and biological origin, characterised for
primordial and anthropogenic radionuclides, stable isotopes, organic contaminants and
inorganic elements. Preparation, characterisation and distribution of IAEA RMs is carried out
by different Sections and Units of the IAEA Laboratories located in Austria and Monaco.
RMs of terrestrial origin, characterised for inorganic elements and radionuclides, are mainly
prepared by the Chemistry Unit (CU) located in Seibersdorf, Austria. RMs characterised for
stable isotopes, H-3 and C-14 are prepared by the Isotope Hydrology Unit located in Vienna.
RMs of marine origin, characterised for radionuclides, minor and trace elements and organic
contaminants, are prepared by Marine Environment Laboratory located in Monaco. The
selection and characterisation of RMs is performed in close co-operation with other Sections
in the IAEA including: Nutrition and Health Related Environmental Studies, Industrial
Applications and Chemistry, Safeguards Analytical Laboratory and the Agriculture and
Biotechnology Laboratory.
With the exception of RMs for the determination of methylmercury (IAEA-085 and IAEA-
086, Human Hair, IAEA-140/TM, Fucus and IAEA-142, Mussel Homogenate) 2, RMs for
trace element speciation represent a new type of RMs for the IAEA. RMs for trace element
speciation belong to the group of matrix RMs. The simplest and possibly best definition of a
matrix RM is that it is a "natural" substance more representative of laboratory samples that
has been chemically characterised for one or more elements, constituents, etc. with quantified
uncertainty. "Natural" materials are more complex, chemically, compositionally and
structurally, than primary reference standards, which are often pure substances. On the other
hand, the chemical characterisation of "natural" materials usually has a greater level of
uncertainty and is less straightforward in terms of traceability. It is also true to say that the
majority of matrix RMs, available, including the RMs produced by the IAEA, have been
certified through laboratory intercomparison or measurement programmes.
The IAEA has a long tradition in the organisation of world-wide laboratory intercomparisons.
This activity is regarded by its Member States as a valuable contribution to the laboratories.
The IAEA intends to continue to provide this assistance, however, in a modified manner
consistent with the new quality requirements associated with the RMs production. Since
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1994, the quality requirements for the production of the IAEA RMs have been a focal point of
the three IAEA Consultants' Meetings, namely:

• Consultants' Meeting on Requirements for Reference Materials and Intercomparison Runs
- IAEA Programme on Analytical Quality Control Services (AQCS), Kona, USA, 1994;

• Consultants' Meeting on Requirements Regarding the Harmonisation of Laboratory
Quality Assurance System, Vienna, 1995 and

• Consultants' Meeting on Traceability of IAEA-AQCS Reference Materials to Si-Units,
Vienna, 1996.3

At the last of these meetings it was recognised and recommended that:
- Some of the work required for the production of reference materials regarding the latest
metrological requirements is already undertaken at the Agency's Laboratories, but this work
needs to be more explicitly described.
- In general, when materials are certified, traceability of assigned values should be clearly
stated.
- The Agency must employ procedures or methods capable of producing results traceable to
the SI or other internationally agreed measurement scales.
- The Agency should invite experts laboratories to collaborate in generating assigned values
(results) traceable to SI.
- A complete assessment of uncertainty should be made according the procedures described
in the respective guides (ISO, EURACHEM, etc.). The overall uncertainty of the assigned
values should be as small as reasonably achievable, however it should fit for the intended
purpose of RM.
These recommendations are based on the guidance given in the international guides dealing
with the production of RMs and with quality assurance requirements for analytical
laboratories in general. The guidance related to the RMs production is mainly prepared by the
Committee on Reference Materials of the International Organisation for Standardisation,
Geneva, Switzerland (ISO/REMCO). The relevant ISO/REMCO Guides are1:

• ISO Guide 30 : 1981 (E) Terms and definitions used in connection with reference materials
Reference material (RM): A material or substance one or more properties of which are sufficiently
well established to be used for the calibration of an apparatus the assessment of a measurement
method, or for assigning values to materials.

Certified reference material (CRM): A reference material one or more of whose property values
are certified by a technically valid procedure, accompanied by or traceable to a certificate or other
documentation which is issued by a certification body.

• ISO Guide 31 : 1998 (E) Reference materials - contents of certificates and labels
(Revision of ISO Guide 31 : 1981 (E), not yet approved)
Summary of the essential contents of a certificate:
- name of the material
- producer and producer's code for the material
- general description of the material
- intended use
- instructions for proper use
- instructions for appropriate conditions of storage
- certified property value(s), each accompanied by a statement of uncertainty
- method(s) used to obtain property values (with full details where values are dependent on the

method of measurement)

1 For the purpose of this contribution, the content of the respective guides was summarised by the author.
Copies of ISO/REMCO Guides are available upon request from the author.
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- period of validity, if appropriate

• ISO Guide 32 : 1997 (E) Calibration of chemical analyses and use of certified reference
materials
Basic considerations: Any measurement, particularly any quantitative chemical analysis, must
employ reference elements to ensure demonstrated traceability to the relevant basic quantities.
This is an essential condition for the accuracy of the result.
In tests based on measurements of physical quantities, the principle of traceability of the standards
and/or measuring instruments of the accredited laboratory to a national primary standard through a
national calibration system, is generally applied. This guide sets out relevant principles for
ensuring the traceability of chemical analyses; the use of CRMs for that purpose has been gaining
importance in recent years and may be expected to develop even more, if and when they are
available.

• ISO Guide 33 : 1998 Uses of certified reference materials (To be published as a revision of
ISO Guide 3 3 : 1989)
A reference material is used for:
- calibration of an apparatus
- the assessment of a measurement method
- establishing traceability of the measurement result
- determining the uncertainty of these results
(Note: No guidance is provided yet for the last two applications).

• ISO Guide 34 : 1996 Quality system guidelines for the production of reference materials
(and ELAC Requirements for Accreditation of Certifiers of Reference Materials, 1997)
5.9/3.13 Assignment of a property values and their uncertainties
Note: When several methods have been used to characterise a reference material, difficulty may
arise when the results show significant differences. In such a case, a property value based on the
mean is inappropriate.
In some cases, measurement methods will produce irreconcilable results and it may be necessary to
assign separate property values according to the methods used (i.e. a method specific approach).

• ISO Guide 35 : 1989 Certification of reference materials - General and statistical
principles (Under revision)
ISO/REMCO resolution 4 (Geneva 1998):
A new ISO Guide 35 should be based on the principles of the GUM (Guide to the expression of
uncertainty in measurement).
ISO/REMCO resolution 3 (Geneva 1998):
It should be noted that the concordance between the results of different measurement methods is
not, of itself, proof of their accuracy or traceability.

Another challenge of RMs for trace element speciation is that species of the element under
consideration would in most cases only be present as a part of the total amount of this
element. According to the latest IUPAC/ISO/AOAC Int./EURACHEM recommendations,
quantitative analytical results should be corrected for recovery unless there are reasons for not
doing so (empirical method used, contractual or statutory limits established using uncorrected
data, recoveries are known to be close to unity), and the information on the correction applied
has to be available.4 For this reason, when a RM material for speciation studies is prepared, an
accurate determination of a recovery should be made.
In view of the above listed requirements and recommendations, when a new reference
material is to be prepared, the following points have to be taken into account:

• The intended use of a RM (certified RM) has to be defined first (this will help defining the
quality criteria that the new RM has to fulfil and also to avoid a possible misuse of the RM
by the user).
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• As no definitive analytical method exist for trace element speciation, a limited number of
experts laboratories, selected against well defined criteria, should be invited to provide
results. This will allow a better control over the quality and traceability of results than a
world-wide intercomparison. If only one analytical technique might be used for
determination of a specific species, or when a large differences exist between results
obtained with different techniques, such results and consequently the assigned property
value have to be identified as method dependent. In any case, for the calculation of the
assigned value, the measurement uncertainty has to be taken into account. For this reason:

• Laboratories providing results that are to be considered for certification have to report the
measurement uncertainty.

A pragmatic method was proposed by J. Pauwels et al. for the implementation of the Guide to the
Expression of Uncertainty in Measurements in the certification of reference materials by
laboratory intercomparison. It is based on the establishment of a full uncertainty budget for each
laboratory result and the estimation of the impact of various laboratory standard uncertainties and
between-units variability on the certified reference material (CRM) uncertainty5

• Uncertainty resulting from the recovery has to be included into the combined uncertainty.4

• Information to be provided to the RM users has to be based on the ISO Guide 31 and ISO
Guide 33.

A new RM prepared in the way suggested and supported by a certificate and certification
report containing complete information on the certification procedure will fulfil the latest
quality requirements for matrix reference materials.
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Introduction
In the early 1960s, the IAEA's decided to launch a programme for the assessment of the
reliability of low level radiochemical analysis and since then, the Analytical Quality Control
Services (AQCS) has developed into a major organiser of world-wide intercomparison runs.
Over the intervening years, the types of matrices studied and the analytes of interest have been
extended beyond the limits of radioactivity measurements to encompass: trace elements,
organic contaminants, stable isotopes and methyl mercury.

Objectives
The Agency provides assistance to its' Member States through the AQCS programme to
improve the standard of analytical results in their laboratories. These results must be of a
certain quality (i.e. accuracy and precision) which is determined by their intended use and
should be comparable with other analytical measurements produced elsewhere. In order to
enable laboratories in Member States to generate analytical measurements with appropriate
and internationally recognised quality the main objectives of AQCS programme are:
•S to provide the analyst with tools to compare and evaluate their performance relative to

other laboratories,
S to assess the accuracy and precision of the analytical method used,
S to provide objective evidence on the quality of the results,
•f to ensure comparable analytical results within projects and networks.

What does AQCS involve?
AQCS entails technology transfer and improvement in measurement quality through a number
of activities including the organisation of intercomparison studies, production and distribution
of reference materials (RMs) as well as the training and education of analysts to be capable of
producing measurements that will ensure reliability of results for the intended purpose,
comparability of analytical measurements. AQCS is also involved in providing reference
materials to meet specific needs arising out of the IAEA's Co-ordinated Research Projects and
Technical Co-operation Projects. After a recent, comprehensive review, it has been
recommended that AQCS should move towards proficiency testing in order to better meet the
current needs of Member States.

AQCS materials. History and current status.
AQCS activities began in the early 1960's and a wide variety of intercomparison and
reference materials have been developed and issued to date. During this period, AQCS has
closely followed the developmental path of other national and regional reference materials
programmes. At first, synthetic samples relating to industrial processes were at the core of the
programme, however, by the late sixties, natural matrix materials relating to human and
environmental health had been added. As analytical tasks have become more demanding and
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specific measurement needs have emerged, the AQCS has collected and prepared materials to
address these needs. Currently AQCS has a total of 102 reference materials available. A
comprehensive listing of available IAEA reference materials is given in the AQCS Catalogue
1998/99 [1] and is summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. Number of available IAEA reference materials.

Analyte Group
Radionuclides
Trace Elements
Stable Isotopes

C-14
Organic compounds (pesticides, PCBs, PAHs)

Methyl-Hg

Number of reference materials
19
31
37
8
3
4

A number of intercomparison runs for the determination of radionuclides, trace elements (and
methyl mercury), stable isotopes and organic contaminants in various environmental,
biological and materials of marine origin are organised each year. Whilst the determination of
radionuclides remains a major component of the programme, trace element, organic
contaminants and agrochemical residue determinations in the terrestrial and marine
environments are of growing importance. Practically all existing IAEA AQCS reference
materials were initially characterised through intercomparison exercises. The growing interest
amongst Member State laboratories to participate in such exercises from 1970 onwards is
illustrated in Figure 1

Figure 1. Number of participating laboratories taking part in intercomparison run as a
function of year.

Reference materials produced by IAEA AQCS are suitable for use as quality control materials
for the following kinds of analyses: radionuclide, trace element, stable isotope, agrochemical
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residue, methyl mercury and organic contaminants. The number of units of IAEA reference
materials sold and/or distributed between 1987 and 1998 is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Sale/distribution of IAEA reference materials.

1600

Year

Resources.
A wide range of Agency Divisions and laboratories are involved with work related to the
AQCS programme. Three groups within the IAEA mainly implement the work:
V Agency's Laboratories in Seibersdorf (Chemistry Unit) and Vienna (Isotope Hydrology

Section), both groups belong to Physics, Chemistry, Instrumentation Laboratory (PCI),
5 Marine Environment Laboratory (MEL), Monaco.

For specific projects, these groups co-operate with a number of other sections within the
IAEA, e.g.; Industrial Application and Chemistry Section, Nutrition and Health Related
Environmental Studies Section, Safeguards Analytical Laboratory, FAO/IAEA Agrochemicals
6 Residues Section.

Production of IAEA AQCS reference materials.

Selection of the materials.
In its' selection of new candidate reference materials, the Agency attempts to fill the gap in
the list of existing reference materials available to the international community and
particularly to address the needs of its' Member States. Planning is achieved through
Consultants Meetings and Advisory Groups, where all related issues are discussed. The
recommendations given by these external experts are used as a basis for future actions.
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Collection of the material.
The set of AQCS reference materials covers a wide range of environmental and biological
matrices. In many cases, they represent unique samples collected from many different regions
of the world. There are several possible arrangements for the collection of new material:
•S collected by IAEA staff with or without collaboration with other institution(s),
•/ collected by other institution in agreement with AQCS,
V material prepared by IAEA staff,
•S material prepared by another institution in collaboration with AQCS,
•f material prepared from commercially available materials,
S material donated by a Member State.

Currently, IAEA AQCS is in possession of 21 potential reference materials (Table 2) which
were collected and stored within one year of the Chernobyl accident.

Table 2. Potential reference materials in storage.

Identification
IAEA-158
IAEA-160
IAEA-161
IAEA-162
IAEA-163
IAEA-164
IAEA-328
IAEA-330
IAEA-344
IAEA-360
IAEA-369
IAEA-370
IAEA-372
IAEA-376
IAEA-377
IAEA-401
not assigned
not assigned
not assigned
not assigned
not assigned

Matrix
Hay
Clover
Hay
Hay
Hay
Clover
Spruce Needles
Spinach
Lake Sediment
Soil
Milk Powder
Milk Powder
Grass
Soil
Soil
Soil
Beech Leaves
Sewer Sludge
Sewer Sludge
Soil
Soil

Origin
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria

Novozybkov
Kiev (Ukraine)
Novozybkov
Kiev
Gomel (Belarus)
China
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria

Processing and initial characterisation
Materials are normally processed in such a way that their final chemical and physical
characteristics represent the original characteristics of the material as closely as possible. The
essential steps in the preparation of reference materials are:
S drying/lyophilization
S homogenisation,
S bottling
•S y sterilisation (60Co source)
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The following steps in the processing of a material are only followed when necessary:
•S cleaning (e.g. physical removal of material (debris) which differ from the required matrix),
S grinding,
•S sieving,
S milling/jet milling

Initial Characterisation
Characterisation of a candidate intercomparison includes the following steps which are

performed in the IAEA laboratories:
S moisture content determination,
S particle size distribution analysis,
S preliminary determination of the levels of trace elements (instrumental neutron activation

analysis, atomic absorption spectrometry and inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry and inductively coupled plasma-emission spectrometry) or radionuclides (y-
spectrometry, ot-spectrometry, (3-scintillation counting),

S homogeneity test of the bulk material,
S testing of the final (bottled) material to assess its' homogeneity and decide upon its'

fitness as an intercomparison material,
S internal analysis of the final product for as many analytes as possible using the broadest

spectrum of analytical techniques available.
S internal validation of results and assessment of the material.

Intercomparison run.
The following actions need to be taken for the planning and organisation of an
intercomparison run:
S preparation of a timetable for the intercomparison project (consultants meetings, research

projects, etc.),
S Issue an invitation to laboratories in Member States to participate in the intercomparison

(via announcement in the AQCS Catalogue, invitation letters etc.),
S collection of replies,
S preparation of related documentation (information sheet, diskettes, questionnaires, etc.),
V shipment of samples and related documentation to the participants,
•S collection of results.

Evaluation of results.
Results from intercomparison runs and laboratory performance evaluations are reported to the
Agency and evaluated by AQCS. The data are used to prepare a preliminary input file (for
subsequent statistical processing) which is sent to the participating laboratories for verification
and correction, if necessary. Then the most probable values and their uncertainties are
determined from statistical procedures in parallel with an evaluation performed by an
experienced analyst. If the material is suitable for use as a reference material, results are
finally reported as recommended values with stated uncertainties.
The statistical evaluation of the data is used to determine the distribution of the reported
values, to identify "outliers" and to arrive at an estimate of the true value. This approach uses
four empirically selected tests (Dixon, Grubbs, skewness and Kurtosis) in order to identify
and reject outlying values on the assumption that the data set is normally distributed [2].
Testing is continued until no further rejection occurs at a significance level of a = 0.05. The
statistical evaluation is supported by an expert's judgement on the data which includes
analytical considerations, the quality of the data reported by a laboratory (evaluated by quality
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indicators such as completeness and precision of data and procedure descriptions) and the
known general performance of a method in the given matrix .

Categorisation.
The output data obtained after statistical treatment and expert evaluation of intercomparison
exercise contains information on the mean value of laboratory means, 95% confidence
interval, number of accepted results, identification of outliers, results from each laboratory
(including the mean value) and method code for the analytical techniques used. Such an
output file, supported with a graphical presentation of the data, is the basis for the decision on
possible classification of the result for each analyte (i.e. recommended or information value).
According to the procedure applied at the Chemistry Unit (Monaco Laboratory uses slightly
different approach), the recommended values, as best estimates of the true concentrations
should meet the following requirements:
V the overall mean is based on at least 10 accepted laboratories' means,
V two or more different analytical methods are used to provide the overall mean,
V the number of laboratories' means rejected as outliers does not exceed 20%,
V the relative standard deviation of the overall mean is not more than 20% for lower and

10% for high concentration (the terms "high" and "low" concentration are defined in the
context of each individual intercomparison).

However, this approach may lead to some problems :
V a large range in the results remains even after removal of "outliers",
V the standard deviations of the final data set may be influenced by biases rather than

random errors (certain results might be biased due to the chosen sample dissolution
technique, or the choice of preconcentration/separation techniques or inherent in the final
measurement method used).

V results of the intercomparison might have an unrealistically small confidence interval
owing to the large number of participants.

Availability.
An intercomparison material is normally prepared in an amount sufficient to meet the needs of
the AQCS programme for some years after the intercomparison run has finished, a catalogue
listing the RMs available and planned intercomparison runs is published by the IAEA every
two years. Details about availability, cost and ordering are given in the catalogue.
Reference materials available for selected analytes in stock which could be taken into
consideration as a material for speciation studies, together with the assigned status of
recommended ( R ) or information ( I ) value as well as corresponding concentration and
inventory numbers are shown in the Table3.
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Table 3. IAEA's Reference Materials available for selected analytes.

Reference material Status Concentration
[dry weight]

Inventory
[units/size]

As
IAEA-SL-1, Lake Sediment
IAEA-Soil-7
IAEA-SL-3, Lake Sediment
IAEA -375, Soil
IAEA-140/TM, Fucus (Sea
Plant Homogenate)
IAEA-155, Whey Powder

R
R
R
I
R

I

27.5
13.4
3.2

2.56
44.3

49

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

l̂ g/kg

230(25g)
300 (25g)
80 (50g)

1500(250g)
70(14g)

1150 (50g)

Cr
IAEA-SL-1, Lake Sediment
IAEA-Soil-7
IAEA-140/TM, Fucus (Sea
Plant Homogenate)
IAEA-V-10, Hay Powder
IAEA-155, Whey Powder
IAEA-V-9, Cotton Cellulose

R
R
R

R
R
R

104
60

10.4

6.5
0.59
0.11

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

230 (25g)
300 (25g)
70 (14g)

370 (50g)
1150(50g)
1100 (25g)

Pb
IAEA-Soil-7
IAEA-SL-1, Lake Sediment
IAEA-140/TM, Fucus (Sea
Plant Homogenate)
IAEA-V-10, Hay Powder
IAEA-V-9, Cotton Cellulose
IAEA-155, Whey Powder

R
R
R

R
R
R

60
37.7
2.19

1.6
0.25
104

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

mg/kg
mg/kg

l̂ g/kg

300 (25g)
230 (25g)
70(14g)

370(50g)
1100 (25g)
1150 (50g)

Se
IAEA-SL-1, Lake Sediment
IAEA-155, Whey Powder

I
R

2.9
64

mg/kg 230 (25g)
1150 (50g)

Hg
IAEA-SL-1, Lake Sediment
IAEA-085, Human Hair
IAEA-086, Human Hair
IAEA-142/TM, Mussel
Homogenate
IAEA-V-9, Cotton Cellulose
IAEA-140/TM, Fucus (Sea
Plant Homogenate)
IAEA-V-10, Hay Powder
IAEA-155, Whey Powder

I
R
R
R

R
R

R
R

0.13
23.2

0.573
126

55
38

13
2.6

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

ug/kg

Hg/kg
l̂ g/kg

Hg/kg
ug/kg

230 (25g)
430 (5g)
660 (5g)
90(10g)

1100 (25g)
70(14g)

370 (50g)
1150(50g)
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Methyl-Hg
Note: all Methyl-Hg values are reported as their corresponding Hg concentration
IAEA-085, Human Hair
IAEA-086, Human Hair
IAEA-142/TM, Mussel
Homogenate
IAEA-140/TM, Fucus (Sea
Plant Homogenate)

R
R
R

R

22.9
0.258

47

0.626

mg/kg
mg/kg
Pg/kg

Hg/kg

430 (5g)
660 (5g)
90 (lOg)

70 (14g)

AQCS address database.
During its activities, the IAEA AQCS has established a database of its customers containing
some 6500 addresses. AQCS customers regularly receive information related to reference
materials and intercomparison runs. All participants and customers receive the AQCS
catalogue on a biennial basis in which they are informed about the status of reference
materials and current or planned intercomparison runs.
A questionnaire was included with the current catalogue to help identify the needs of Member
States relating to the AQCS programme (scope of intercomparison exercises, analyte
concentration ranges, type of matrix, level of interest expressed for proficiency testing, etc.).
More than 1500 responses has been received to date, a broad spectrum of expectations and
needs have been expressed. The response to the questionnaire is being evaluated and a report
will be issued in 1999. More than 40% of the responses express interest in trace elements and
many respondents express a need for reference materials for speciation analysis. There is a
growing interest as well for a reference material on speciation of radionuclides (Pu-239+240,
Sr-90, etc.) in various matrices.

Recommendations for future activities.
In the October 1997, a Consultants' Meeting was convened where the Consultants were
charged with evaluating the results of the Agency's AQCS activities between 1990 and 1997
as part of the general Performance Assessment System (PPAS) of Agency's programmes [3].
At this meeting it was recognised and recommended that the efforts of AQCS should be
refocused towards the following primary goals:
V m addition to developing new reference materials, the current stock of materials within

AQCS may serve to provide 'value added' information. This would require a critical
scientific reassessment concerning their utility and could lead to the characterisation of
important new analytes in existing materials.

V Future intercomparison exercises should be used for quality assessment only. Future
reference materials should be developed in accordance with ISO Guides 34/35 and at the
highest metrological levels possible.

V Certification of reference materials requires full traceability of the underlying processes to
accurate realisations of the entities being measured and emphasises the need for establishing
a quality system at the Agency's laboratories in compliance with the relevant ISO
requirements.

V Instead of concentrating solely on simple statistical evaluations of the interlaboratory
comparisons, effort should be focused towards identifying sources of error to provide
participants with guidance for preventative actions in their work protocols.
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To achieve these goals, the following steps must be undertaken:
V Upgrade current reference materials with respect to their traceability and uncertainty level.
V Characterise new important analytes and chemical species in the current reference

materials.
V Develop the scientific capabilities of the involved personnel in accordance with the above

recommendations.
V Develop future reference materials in accordance with the ISO Guidelines 34 and 35.
V Implement a quality system at the Agency's laboratories.
V Deploy and delegate national and/or regional intercomparison schemes to Member State

laboratories.
V Improve qualitative and timely feedback to laboratories participating in intercomparisons in

order to identify and prevent potential sources of error.
V Disseminate guidelines and standard operating procedures for analytical measurements.

Beginning in 1998, the IAEA has started to implement some of these recommendations.
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1. The IAEA World-Wide Intercomparison Exercises (1990-1997): Determination Of
Trace Elements And Methylmercury In Marine Sediments And Biological Samples

M. Coquery, F. P. Carvalho, S. Azemard and M. Horvat

IAEA Marine Environment Laboratory, Monaco

1. Introduction

Since 1973, the IAEA Marine Environment Laboratory has conducted world-wide and
regional intercomparison exercises for trace elements and organometals in marine biota and
sediments on a regular basis. These exercises aim at enabling laboratories to monitor their
performance and allow an overall evaluation of the quality of data provided for environmental
assessment. The results of these exercises are also useful to identify the trends of analytical
performance in the determination of elements over the years (ISO, 1997). The Marine
Environment Laboratory also offers support to laboratories of Members States with standard
reference materials and calibration standards, with appropriate methodologies and also with
training courses (Parr et al., 1998; Carvalho et al., 1998).

2. Intercomparison exercises

Five major worldwide intercomparison exercises have been completed since 1990 on
various environmental matrices: deep sea marine sediment, tuna fish homogenate,
contaminated coastal sediment, mussel homogenate and sea plant (Table 1) (Mee & Oregioni,
1991; Mee et al., 1992; Horvat et al., 1997, 1994; Coquery et al., 1998).

Table 1.

Date of completion

1991

1992

1994

1996

1997

IAEA-MEL AQCS programme 1990-97

Name

SDM-2/TM

IAEA-350

IAEA-356

IAEA-142

IAEA-140

Description

Marine sediment
(Mediterranean Sea)
Tuna fish
(Mediterranean Sea)
Polluted sediment
(Venice Lagoon)
Mussel homogenate
(Atlantic coast)
Sea plant
(Atlantic coast)

Analytes certified

Trace and major
elements
Trace,major elements
and methylmercury
Trace, major elements
and methylmercury
Total mercury and
methylmercury
Trace, major elements
and methylmercury

Preparation of the material

The intercomparison exercises were conducted by taking a very large single sample of
an appropriate environmental matrix (fish, sea plant, or sediments) and processing it as shown
in Figure 1.

Sample distribution
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Laboratories from all over the world were invited to participate in these exercises.
Participants were requested to determine trace element concentrations using their routine
procedures. The number of participants varied between 68 and 130 and laboratories from
more than 30 countries were involved.

Sample of an appropriate environmental matrix

Freeze drying, grinding, sieving

Homogenization

Homogeneity, Stability tests

Distribution of samples

Collection of results

Statistical evaluation of the results

Consensus value Assessment of laboratories

Reporting

Figure 1. Preparation of reference material for intercomparison exercises

Data evaluation

The data sets from each intercomparison were evaluated statistically. The range of
results, arithmetic mean and standard deviation was compiled for each element, based on the
laboratory means submitted. Laboratory means detected as outliers on a statistical basis using
Grubb's and Dixon's tests were removed from further consideration (Taylor, 1987). The
overall means, standard deviation and 95% confidence interval of the mean were calculated
for remaining laboratories. Where the consensus mean is clearly determined and a series of
statistical criteria are fulfilled, the sample is certified as a reference material for use in quality
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control programmes (ISO, 1989; Mee & Oregioni, 1991; Mee et al , 1992; Horvat et al., 1997,
1994; Coquery et al., 1998).

Besides the information provided by the statistical calculations, visual representation of
the data played an important role in determining the final certified values. The laboratory
means for the replicate sub-samples analyzed were plotted for each element in increasing
concentration order, with their associated standard deviation (SD). An example of such a
graph is shown for total mercury in IAEA-140 (Figure 2).

3. Comparison of world-wide results with selected laboratories results
In order to test the validity of the intercomparison exercise method used by the IAEA to

certify concentrations of major and trace metals in a reference material, a comparison of
calculated recommended values was made between "world-wide" results (full, accepted
intercomparison data set) and the results of selected laboratories (Coquery et al., 1998). For
this purpose, a limited number of laboratories was selected on the basis of their known
expertise in the analysis of trace metals and their results for quality assurance.
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Laboratory Code Number

Figure 2. Laboratory mean values for total Hg in Fucus, IAEA-140, ranked in order of
increasing concentration. The respective standard deviations (SD) of the means are shown as
error bars, (x) denotes an outlier. Horizontal lines represent the mean certified value and 95%
confidence interval (38 ±6 u-g/kg).

In the case of Cd, Co, Cr, Fe, Pb, and Zn, the two methods of calculating the reference
mean values and 95% confidence intervals do not lead to significantly different results. For
As, the use of selected laboratories gives a similar mean value but a somewhat wider
confidence interval than world-wide results. Also, minor differences exist in the calculated
mean reference values for Cu, Hg, Mn and Ni. However, none of these differences are
statistically significant (Coquery et al., 1998).

From this comparison, it can be concluded that the approach for certification of
reference materials based on results from world-wide exercises, as used by the IAEA, leads to
results that are comparable to those obtained using the methodology recommended by ISO
(ISO, 1989). An additional advantage of the world-wide intercomparison exercise method
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over a small number of selected laboratories, is the certification of a larger number of
elements. Further comparisons of this kind will be carried out to extend this observation to
other elements and to other matrices.

4. Organomercury compounds

A series of experienced laboratories were invited to participate in the certification of
MeHg in IAEA-140 sample. The aim of the study was to compare results for MeHg
compounds obtained by different methods. Various separation techniques were used. MeHg
was released from binding sites by three approaches: distillation, alkaline digestion and acid
leaching. Further processing included additional separation using ion exchange separation of
organic and inorganic mercury, derivatization by aqueous phase ethylation and GC separation,
and solvent extraction with a clean up step using partitioning into aqueous cysteine or
thiosulfate solution and back-extraction into organic solvent. Additionally, several detection
systems were used: CV-AAS, GC combined with AFS or ECD detectors, and HPLC with
AFS detection.

The laboratory's means were plotted in ascending concentration values (Figure 3). A
total of 12 values above detection limit was obtained. There were clearly 3 outlier values,
which were identified by Grubbs and Dixon tests. For the remainder of results, data was
surprisingly well grouped considering the different techniques involved and the relatively low
concentration level. Close examination of the data did not show that differences in the means
were related to the methods used. The consensus value for MeHg compounds was therefore
calculated taking into account the results obtained by the remaining 9 laboratories. Accepted
laboratory means varied between 0.428 and 0.891 ug kg"1 with a standard deviation of 22%.
The certified value is 0.626 \ig kg"1 with the 95% confidence interval from 0.519 to 0.733 ug
kg1.

This simple intercomparison exercise has shown that since large number of laboratories
world-wide are performing MeHg analyses using various specific separation methods and
sensitive detection systems, certification of MeHg compounds in different biological and
environmental samples should not be a problem in the future. A similar approach will be used
for the certification of MeHg in the subsequent IAEA intercomparison samples which will be
distributed in 1998-99 (IAEA-405, estuarine sediment and IAEA-407, fish homogenate).
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Figure 3. Laboratory mean values for MeHg in Fucus, IAEA-140, ranked in order of
increasing concentration. The respective standard deviations (SD) of the means are shown as
error bars, (x) denotes an outlier. Horizontal lines represent the mean certified value and 95%
confidence interval (0.626 ± 0.107 M-g/kg).

5. Evaluation of laboratory performance

Z-score

For each intercomparison exercise, we assessed the performance of the participating
laboratories by comparing reported results with established reference values, using a "Z-
score" which is the arithmetic mean of the reported value of the analyte concentration, minus
the assigned value, divided by the target standard deviation (Thompson and Wood, 1993).

This approach represents a simple method to give each participant a normalized
performance score for bias. The performance is considered satisfactory if a relative bias is
equal to or better than 25% (absolute value of Z is between -2 and +2). Z-scores from 2 to 3
indicate that the results are of questionable quality. Z-scores equal to or higher than 3 indicate
that the measurements are inaccurate (Lawn et at., 1997). Where the methodology or a
laboratory performance cannot meet these targets, then action should be taken to improve that
situation. This scoring system is now included in the ISO guidelines as a standard method for
laboratory assessment (ISO, 1997).

The Z-scoring system for evaluation of laboratories has been used since the IAEA-
140 exercise as a tool to assess the performance of the participants. Thus, the percentage of
satisfactory scores was calculated a posteriori for selected elements for the previous
intercomparison exercises discussed in the present study (i.e., SD-M-2/TM, IAEA-350, IAEA-
356) (Coquery et al., 1999). Eight trace elements were chosen (As, Cd, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mn, Pb,
Zn), because of their environmental significance, and also because of the larger number of
data available for these elements. Figure 4 presents the calculated Z-scores for mercury for the
IAEA-140 intercomparison exercise. In this case, a number of laboratories obtained
unsatisfactory results with Z-scores above 3. Such high scores are still repeatedly observed
for such low level environmental samples and are usually the result of problems of
contamination during the preparation of the samples or during the analytical determination.
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Figure 4. Z-scores of participant laboratories for the determination of total mercury in the
worldwide intercomparison exercise IAEA-140 (Fucus sample)

Efficacy measure

In order to assess the overall performance of worldwide laboratories in each intercomparison
exercise performed between 1990 and 1997, and to monitor the effectiveness of these
exercises at improving the performance of analytical laboratories, an "efficacy measure" was
computed as suggested by Lawn et al. (1997). This efficacy measure is defined as the
"percentage of laboratories producing results of acceptable quality" (i.e., with Z-scores
between -2 and +2) and was calculated for the eight selected elements (Coquery et al., 1999).
The results are presented in Figure 5. For each type of sample matrix, the evaluation of the Z-
scores shows that values reported by some laboratories were far from satisfactory in earlier
exercises. Then, we can observe a general improvement of the performances over time for
most of the elements. However, the assessment of trends in analytical performance is difficult
because of the different levels of analytes in the samples. Thus the observed trends must be
interpreted with caution, as it is well known that the precision of measurements declines as the
concentration of the analyte decreases towards the detection limit for the method.
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6. Conclusions

The performance of worldwide laboratories in the determination of trace metals
improved between 1990 and 1997 and the regular participation of laboratories in the analytical
intercomparison exercises has been a key factor in this improvement. In pace with the
observed progress, the regularity of participation by worldwide laboratories needs to be
further encouraged. This progress could further justify the organization of more frequent
proficiency tests, designed for assisting at least the more active and routinely operating
laboratories.

Despite the progress achieved, the data quality for several trace elements needs to be
improved in a number of laboratories. In particular, the determination of trace elements such
as Cd, Cr, Pb and Hg in low level environmental samples still remains a major challenge to
analysts. The future intercomparison exercises organized by the IAEA-MEL on estuarine
sediment (IAEA-405) and fish flesh (IAEA-407), both characterized by low levels of
contaminants, may help to achieve better performance in the analytical measurements.

Two biological samples (IAEA-142, IAEA-140) and one sediment (IAEA-356) have
recommended values for methylmercury. These samples are distributed free of charge for
developing countries. Two intercomparison exercises are in progress for low environmental
levels of contaminants for trace elements and methylrnercury (one estuarine sediment, one
fish).
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4 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A Consultant's meeting to advise the Agency on the role it should play in technology transfer
related to trace element speciation was held at The Vienna International Centre between 23rd

and 26th November 1998. On the first day of the meeting, the Consultants informed Agency's
staff about aspects of trace element speciation in the following subject areas:

Trace element speciation in the environment,
Mercury Speciation,
Trace element speciation in man,
Aspects of speciation in foodstuffs,
Hyphenated techniques for improved understanding and management of trace metal species.

The presentations were complemented on the second day by contributions from Agency staff
concerning the Analytical Quality Control Service, Traceability and quality requirements for
reference materials and experience gained from The IAEA-MEL world-wide intercomparison
exercises (1990-1997).
After a discussion session and a visit to the Seibersdorf laboratory, the Consultants met
privately to discuss the content and prepare a draft of a CRP on trace element speciation. The
Scientific Secretary was present to assist them as required.

The Consultants unanimously agreed that it was desirable, indeed imperative that the Agency
should involve itself with trace element speciation since it is now widely recognized in the
scientific community that total trace element data is not sufficient to make a meaningful
evaluation of the risks or benefits arising from the presence of an element in a given matrix
since these properties depend on the exact chemical nature of the forms of the element
present. It is difficult to overstate the importance of trace element speciation in environmental
studies, health and human nutrition or occupational exposure to trace elements. Speciation
provides more focused, relevant information than a simple knowledge of total elemental
concentrations and there are few situations where this more precise information would not be
of enhanced value, hence the impact of speciation could truly be said to be global. To
illustrate this point, a number of examples were discussed:

The European Commission has established a limit for the maximum permissible levels of Cr l

in air at the workplace since this species has been linked to lung cancer ( for example, CrVI is
produced during welding procedures, at close range to the exposed worker) whereas Crffl does
not exhibit carcinogenic potential. Furthermore, it was noted that the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) in the USA has become the first organisation to adopt a reference
method for chromium speciation based upon quantitation against an isotopically altered
standard.

Legislation is being considered in several Member State countries to specify maximum
permissible concentration levels for organotin compounds, notably tributyl tin (TBT), in the
marine environment because the damage that this species can cause to marine organisms
results in significant financial losses to the shell fish industry. TBT has been linked to
reproductive disorders and softening of the shell material in oysters and other crustaceans
whereas phenylated tin compounds find widespread use in agriculture as fungicidal agents
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(e.g. for protection of the potato crop). Phenyl tins are encountered in the marine environment
in the Netherlands due to run off into waterways from the fields where it is applied.

In furtherance of the legitimate desire to protect the consumer, governments in certain
Member States will require that foodstuffs such as rice and fish must comply with maximum
permissible levels for toxic trace elements such as arsenic. Knowledge of the total arsenic
content of a fish sample for human consumption gives an erroneous evaluation of the risk to
human health since most of the arsenic is present in the form of arsenobetaine, a compound
less toxic than Aspirin. In contrast, extraction of water from deep lying aquifers in certain
regions has caused communities desperate for water for irrigation and drinking purposes to be
exposed to elevated levels of highly toxic inorganic arsenic species. Indeed, in India and
some regions of South America, arsenic toxicity in well waters has resulted in arsenicosis and
loss of life.

It was pointed out that speciation information is vital to provide a realistic model of the
equilibria between an element in different compartments in the environment (or man). This
was illustrated by a discussion of the mercury cycle which shows the fate of natural and
anthropogenic mercury inputs entering the oceans and atmosphere from land based sources.
There are a number of dynamic equilibria between the various species of mercury in discrete
compartments such as the atmosphere, the water column, sediments, marine biota and higher
organisms such as fish. When the fish are used as a food (or protein) source by man, the form
of mercury ingested, methyl mercury, is more toxic than its parent, inorganic counterpart. The
global problems of mercury pollution related to specific mercury species are already the
subject of international concern. In 1996, EPA established new guidelines to restrict mercury
intake from dietary sources to 0.1 ug/kg body weight per day, approximately one fifth of the
WHO recommended level (0.47 ug/kg body weight per day). The average concentration of
Hg in fresh water and marine fish tissue is about 0.2 mg/kg. If the EPA guideline is followed,
consumption offish should be restricted to 30 g per day for an average adult weighing 60 Kg.
Clearly, if adopted world wide, this recommendation would cause serious socio-economic
consequence in Member States, particularly in developing countries wishing to export fish to
the developed world.

Legislative bodies must be provided with high quality information about trace element
speciation and the impact of a given species in the environment, human health or nutrition, in
order to ensure that guidelines and directives are meaningful, feasible and enforceable. It is
therefore especially important for Member States from the developing world to have the
proper tools for trace element speciation at their disposal so that they are not unfairly
discriminated against in the market place

In preparing this summary, it is important to point out that this list of examples is far from
exhaustive and many other critical elements and their species could be cited.

The unanimous view of the Consultants was that the Agency should establish a CRP designed
to enhance awareness and foster technology transfer related to the determination of trace
element species. This view point was directly in line with one of the recommendations of the
PPAS External Reviewers' Report of the Consultants' Meeting on Analytical Quality Control
Services (October 1997, Vienna) which acknowledged the growing awareness of the
importance of speciation issues amongst the scientific community. On the basis of information
provided and on the nature of the tasks envisaged, they concluded that such an activity fell
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within the mandate of the Agency and that, as an International Organization, the Agency was
ideally placed to bridge a gap between existing regions of expertise (notably Europe and North
America) and regions having a growing awareness of the problem. The Consultants stressed
that the Agency must develop and enhance its' in house expertise in speciation to be in a
position to facilitate effective technology transfer and the appropriate use of the tools
developed in the frame of the proposed CRP. To this aim, Agency staff are encouraged to
establish links with other organizations interested in speciation, for example, the Speciation
21 network, set up in collaboration with the European Commission to improve understanding
and exchange of information relating to speciation within Europe.

One source of complexity in trace metal speciation (notably in organometallic speciation) is
that the extraction and separation protocols necessary as precursors to the identification of a
given species, may disturb the equilibrium between species of the same analyte present in a
matrix. This can create serious problems for method validation. The Consultants proposed
that a dual strategy should be adopted to overcome this problem: (a) production of suitably
characterized reference materials for key trace element species (e.g. As, Hg, Sn, Cr) and (b)
the provision of compounds containing isotopic labels (radio nuclides and altered stable
isotopic abundances) either as simple inorganic forms or, ideally, incorporated into the target
species. These options will provide invaluable tools for method validation purposes,
technology transfer mechanisms and applied research activities and clearly fall within the
Agency's mandate since the labels will be mainly either radioactive or derived from nuclear
origins. It was noted that the Agency's laboratory in Monaco (MEL) already includes the
determination of methyl mercury in its intercomparison activities. The Consultants feel that
this work (on existing or planned materials) could be extended to include other trace element
species (for example, As speciation could be investigated in the context of a planned exercise
on trace elements in Tuna fish) and that internal technology transfer between MEL and
Agency's laboratories Seibersdorf should be encouraged.

With respect to the Agency's stated aims relating to evaluation of analytical uncertainty and
traceability, the Consultants endorsed the approach that is being adopted and recommended
that it should be incorporated in this CRP. They pointed out that the use of labeled analogues
(particularly via intrinsic labeling) will afford the evaluation of realistic uncertainty budgets in
speciation projects and indeed that this technique has the scope to become the "gold standard"
method when used in conjunction with isotope dilution methodologies.
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It has become increasingly clear in recent years that knowledge of the total concentration of a
given analyte in a material does not provide sufficient information to assess properly its
impact on man or the environment. This behaviour is governed by factors such as the
oxidation state of the trace metal, the ligand groups to which it may be attached or the nature
of the chemical compound of which it is a constituent. The study of the specific forms of a
trace element present in a matrix or environmental compartment has become known as
"speciation". Increased awareness of the importance of speciation stems largely from two
environmental episodes, (i) the Minimata incident in the sea of Japan in which a large amount
of mercury was released into the marine environment following a shipping accident and (ii)
the Arcachon Bay saga in which considerable damage was done to commercial shell-fish
fisheries resulting from the use of tin containing anti-fouling paints on the hulls of small
vessels. In the first instance, the effects of mercury poisoning on the local fishing
communities were worse than anticipated because two factors acted in concert:
bioaccumulation of mercury in the food chain took place and the form of mercury ingested
was methylated. Methyl mercury is more toxic than its inorganic counterpart and can more
readily cross the blood brain barrier resulting in more pronounced neurological problems. The
study of how a trace element species is taken up by an organism is called Bioavailability(l).
hi the case of the tin anti-fouling paint, a tributyl tin (TBT) compound was added to the
marine paint applied to the hulls of small pleasure boats which produced a very effective
treatment against encrustation of the boats by marine organisms. Tin is regarded as a largely
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inert element and for this reason the tin compound was assumed to be innocuous in the
environment. However, TBT was found to induce mutations in the DNA of the shell fish
resulting in reproductive problems and a softening of the shell structure with serious
consequences to the shellfish population and the local economy. These are just two examples
which serve to illustrate the importance of an exact knowledge of the chemical form(s) of a
given analyte in the environment if risk or benefit assessment is to be determined. Advances
in analytical instrumentation and separation chemistry have made it possible to gain insight
into the distribution of a given analyte amongst its various species. In particular, the advent of
ICP-MS with its remarkably low levels of detection, multi-elemental capacity and relative
ease of coupling to a chromatographic system, has given impetus to this work(2). The value of
this new source of information is reflected in the dramatic increase in the scientific literature
related to speciation: From 1969 to 1980, 923 publications indicated Speciation as a key word.
From 1981 to 1990 and from 1991 tol998 the numbers had risen to 3566 and 6706
respectively.

Consequently, it is to be anticipated that Member States (MS) will turn increasingly to trace
element speciation in the future, to provide a tool for the realistic assessment of the
environmental fate, impact and health consequences of trace elements. Since the equilibrium
between the various species of a given analyte can be disturbed by the sampling, extraction
and analytical methodologies employed, reference materials with well characterised species
information will be of vital importance in developing appropriate measurement methodologies
and ensuring the quality of data produced in the field. This need has already been recognised
by the Consultants who advised the Agency for the recent PPAS review of the IAEA's
Analytical Quality Control Service (AQCS). These consultants specifically called for the
analysis of materials for their chemical species content.

The purpose of the proposed Consultants' meeting is to define the role that the Agency should
play in the production of reference materials that can be used for quality control or method
development purposes in trace element speciation. The Consultants will be requested to
outline the requirements for a well defined Co-ordinated Research Project to develop the
necessary expertise preparatory to the production of such a material or the dissemination of
suitable methodological information. The Consultants will advise the Agency on the extent to
which it will be possible to implement the guidelines drawn up in other recent consultant's
meetings relating to Traceability (3), Uncertainty evaluation (4) and the requirements of Good
Analytical Practice in the certification of reference materials(5), in respect of this project. A
draft report of their recommendations will be prepared in the final phase of the meeting and
the full report will be produced in a timely manner.

Actions to be included:

The meeting will commence with presentations from the Consultants designed to inform
Agency's staff about the reasons for the importance of trace element speciation, to set it in an
environmental, nutritional or health related context, indicate the analytical complexity of the
task and review the state of the art of the analytical methodologies currently available to
investigate the problem. These presentations will form the basis for a discussion of the
Agency's needs in this area and will lead to the design of an appropriate, clearly defined CRP
to develop the necessary expertise preparatory to the production of a well characterised
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material (or materials) for quality control use in trace element speciation and/or for the
dissemination of suitable methodological information.
The meeting is likely to address the following areas:

What are the needs for trace element speciation? Please provide an overview of current and
likely future trends in trace element speciation

With particular regard to developing countries, which materials (matrices and analytes)
would be of highest value for tackling environmental, nutritional or pollution problems
relating to elemental speciation? Please give examples.

Are these needs met by existing suppliers of these types of material? Are you aware of any
plans for the development of such materials?

If so, are supplies adequate in terms of price and availability?

Design of the CRP:

Establish and set out the objectives of the trace element speciation CRP.

How best can the Agency serve it's MS?

(i) through development of appropriate methodologies - scope

(ii) through the production of reference materials

(iii) both of the above?

(iv) if options (ii) or (iii) are chosen, to what extent should the Agency develop in house
expertise to perform these tasks?

Estimate, if possible, the costs to the Agency in terms of man power, equipment and
operating costs for these activities

Should the choice of target species be limited in the first instance?

If so, which species should be investigated initially?

What matrices should be involved?

Does the inventory of AQCS materials include anything which could be suitable for further
characterisation of its species content ?
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08:30-09:30 Registration

09:30 Opening of meeting

Introductory remarks from Mr. De Regge,

Head, PCI Lab., NAAL, (acting DIR-NAAL)
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09:45 - 10:45

Dr. Klaus Heumann, University of Mainz, Germany

Trace element speciation in the environment

10:45 -11:15 Coffee break

11:15-12:15

Dr. Milena Horvat, Josef Stefan Institute, Ljubljana

Mercury Speciation

12:15-13:45 Lunch

13:45-14:45

Dr. Rita Cornells, University of Ghent, Belgium

Trace element speciation in man

14:45 - 15:45

Dr. Helen Crews, MAFF, Norwich, UK

Aspects of speciation in foodstuffs

15:45-16:15 Coffee Break
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16:15- 17:15

Dr. Olivier Donard, University of Pau, France

Hyphenated techniques for improved understanding and management

of trace metal species

17:15-18:00

Discussion of the plenary presentations
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09:00 - 09:40

Mr. Ales Fajgelj, NAAL

Traceability and quality requirements for reference materials: the context

for trace element speciation

09:40-10:20

Mr. Zbigniew Radecki, NAAL

Presentation of AQCS at Seibersdorf

10:20 - 10:50 Coffee break

10:50-11:30

Ms. Marina Coquery, MESL, NAML

The IAEA-MEL world-wide intercomparison exercises (1990-1997):

Determination of trace elements and methylmercury in marine sediments

and biological samples

11:30-12:15

Discussion of Presentations

12:15-13:45 Lunch

13:45-15:30

Discussion of speciation in the context of the Agency

15:30-16:00 Coffee break

16:00-17:30

Continuation of discussion
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Wednesday, 25th November 1998

09:00- 11:30

Tour of PCI and AQCS facilities at Seibersdorf and Siegersdorf

(Return to VIC for lunch)

12:30 -13:45 Lunch

13:45- 15:30

Preparation of draft CM report

15:30 -16:00 Coffee break

16:00-17:30

Continuation of preparation of draft CM report

Thursday, 26th November 1998

09:00-10:30

Finalisation of draft report and CRP proposal

10:30 -11:00 Coffee break

11:00-12:15

Continuation of finalisation of draft report and CRP proposal

12:15 -13:45 Lunch

13:45-15:00

Establishing a timetable for action

Conclusions of the meeting

Closing of the meeting
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